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ABSTRACT.
This, volume contains the reports ci three working

groups which were convened separately over a 3-year period at the
request of the Advisory Committee for the Division of Information
Science and Technology of the National Science Foundation to obtain
the opinion of experts concerning research opportunities and trends
in information .science and technology. Eadh group was charged with
identifying research ques4ons in, information and technology that lie
outside the more establish disciplines, but could contribute to the
understanding of tundamental qiiestions that might foster the
development of new knowledge. Taken together the three reports
provide an overview.of information science and technology which shows
'its relationship-to.its neighbOring disciplines while also clarifying
the essential ingredients that distinguish its thematic scientific
probleMs from theirs. The first report suggests that fUndamental
questions relating the phenomena of.learning and memory'inanimals to
a theory of "cognitive proCesses" may create future bridges to the
-.fields of automata theory and artificial-ntelligence.QThe second
report confirms that the technology that has raised many questions
because of.its rapid and pervasive development is itself in need of
more intense basic research in eight general areas, each of which is
discussed in turn. The third report recognizes that economists are
only beginning to dev,elop theory with respect to the cost and
distribution of information viewed as a commodity. (DMC)
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PREFACE

In order to assist it in fulfilling its oversight and advisory
responsibilities, the Advisory Committee for the Division
of Information Science and Technology of the Nationl
Science Foundation has periodically sought the opinion of
experts- concerning the research opportunities and trends in
information science and technology. This advice is par-
ticularly important for the Division of Information Science
and Technology., because it is new in the Foundation and
because much of its research agenda is formulated from the
intersection of other disciplines. This volume contains the
reports of three special Working Groups which were con-
vened separately 'over three year period at the request of
the Advisory Committee for that purpose. Each Working
Group was chaired lity a member or members of the Ad-
visory Committee. Each Group was charged to identify.
research questions in information science and technology.
if any' existed, that lay outside the more established disciplines
but that could contribute to the understanding of funda-
mental questions that might foster the -development of
new knowledge.

Information science is a relatively now discipline which
has natural poin4s of contact with other disciplines such
as theVgnitive sciences. computer science, and those parts
of the sociaNscienees that are concerned with the organized.
quantifiable, and goal-directed behavior of collections of
individuals. As a consequence, information science and the

4..awciated technology have strong interdisciplinary ties t3.1/
tpese fields. Taken together. the three Working Group
nieports provide a responsible and broad-gauged overview
of information science and technology which shows its
relationship to its neighboring disciplines tvhile also ciariT,
lying the essential ingredients which distinguish its thematic
scientific problems from theirs.

In all respects these reptirtsrepresent an auspicious
beginninga foundation on which can be built research
of lasting value in a society increasingly influenced by the
effects olln.formation technology. Each of the reports sug-
gests a research agenda that is rich in content and diversity.
and that in most cases can he conceptually translated between
the abStract and the real with only modest imagination.
For example. one report suggests that fundamental questions
relating the phenonik\na of learning and memory in animals
to a theory of "cognitive processes" may infer futtire bridges
to the fields of autornatatheory and artificial intelligence.
Another report recognizes that.economists are only begin-
ning to develop theory -with respect to the cost and distri-
bution of information viewed as a commodity in a variety
of organizational structuresa problem of perplexing
dimensions in the social, political, and economic order of
the world. The third report confirms that the technology
that has raved many fundamental questions by virtue of
its rapid and pervasi;i: development is itself a product of
research inquiry fOund in need of more intense basic re-
search in eight general areas. Each of the reports ic infor-
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mative and suggestive in its treatment of the research pur-
view of interest. Each is written-in a styli that communicates
to layp.-.rson and expert in different ways, but importantly
and effectively to both.

Each \Vorking Group adopted its own procedure for
considering its charge and preparing its report. Each Group
met at least once in plenary session. The Information Sci-
ence and Economics Working Group chaired by Leonid
Hurwicz held several meetings and conducted a workshop
at Northwestern University. The Working Group on In-
formation Technology co-chaired by Paul Strassmann and
Richard Tanaka convened its members at the National
Academy of Sciences and subsequently conducted small
group meetings as its report was prepared. The Working
Group on Behavioral and Linguistic Research Bearing on
Information Science co-chaired by Duncan Luce and Joan
Bresnan held several meetings in Cambridge. Massachusetts
and Washington. D.C. as its report was honed to completion.

The participants in each of the Working Groups repre-
sented a broad cross-section of distinguished researchers
and research directors from business, government, and
education. The reports of all three Groups were widely
read in draft form and have the benefit of considerable
advice from a broad constituency of interest. It is already
clear from the research activity in information science and
its related disciplines, that the intellectual exchange fostered
by the Working Groups has begun to bear fruit.

. The opinionS expressed in this volume are those of the
authors: they should not be viewed as a representation of
the field which has been given the formal endorsement of
its members, nor as representing the policy or position of
the Advisory Committee or the National Science Founda-
tion. But the. stature and experience of the member's of
the Working Groups, andsithe thoughtful and stimulating
'content of the reports themselves offer assurance that this
volume will offer much of value to the reader whose interests
lie in science policy, while the unified view it presents ,of
information. science and its research opportunities will act
as a stimulant to members of the scientific community.

The memberships :f the Working Groups are listed. on
the,folloving pages. The Advisory Committee has asked
me to express its appreciation to each of them for their
valuable contribution to which I wish to add my personal
gratitude for their willingness to assist the Advisory Corn-
mince. Finally. its my pleasure to acknowledge the splendid
work of the Committee members which chaired the Work-
ing Groups and to express our joint gratitude to Howard
ftesnikoff, the first Director of the Divsion of Information
Science and Technology, for the able leadership- and`
imagination which has benefited all of us.

Joe B. Wyatt
Chairman, Advisory Committee for

Information Science and Technology
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Report of the

WORKING,GROUP ON BEHAVIORAL AND LINGUISTIC RESEARCH
, BEARING ON INFORMATION SCIENCE

of the Advisory Committee fig information Science and Technology
National Science Foundation

Abstract

A xar:cLy of problenTs involving the transfer. storage.
and retrieval of information have so far, eluded solution
within the framework of current science and technology
and yet are readily solved by biological systems. Some setm
highly specific to humans. e.g.. chess playing and language:
others are found widely dispersed among animals. e.g..
recognition of complex stimuli. categorizing, and learning.
This report reviews sk ,-ne of the main lines of research in
the behavioral and lirvuistic sciences that appear to shed
Nome light on the biolbtical solutions to problems of the
abstraction. storage, retrieval, and use of information. Al-
though i.e specific examples may be somewhat idiosyncratic.
the broad outline of the several topics is less so.

Although much current concern with informationits
communication, transmission. abstraction. storage, retrieval,
and useari,:s in connection with-physical systems. espe-
cially those drawing upon computer and telecommunications
technology, the most challenging information handling
systems are still biological. They exhibit: features of great
importance that are not yet o,k711 mirn: :ki:d by artificial
systemse.g.. ex r;ic" n i 1 'in test materials.
ideni. 1. in complex environments.

.c. pr :aping with imprecise directions or
disetv;sion. associative memory, and the like.

Because biological systems often appear Rib:: more subtle
flexible, although less systematic, fast, and patient,

iteniporary artificial systems, it is of much interest
ti) o understand the principles of information process-

Hiat are used. Is our ability to r'ecognize all sorts of
nand riting and type fonts wholly a matter of programming
complexity and cleverness ,or arc there- principles involved
vyc do not yet understand? Once the biological strategies
are discovered. w hat impact will they have on information
technology? It is easy to suggest an analogy to'powered
flightalthough we understand something of how birds
power their flight. it is unlikely that these techniques will
ever compete with jet engines. Yet, perhaps, there are
biological principles of information processing and storage
quite different from any that have been- thought of. If so,
!hen w hen these principles arc elucidated and cast in ab-
,tract form they will have important hardware and/or
software implications.

One important aspect of human functioning, which is
possibly related to limitations in the brain, is that many`of
the brain's special purpose devices appear to be able to

perform certain tasks ell.orliv it the expense of doing
others badly.. For example. there is a certain amount of
evidence that children with tivslexia are remarkably good
at certain kinds of visual - spatial tasks and that many of
them craw very well.? This may be related to the fact that
artificial devices and human beings often differ in what
they do best: chess-plking computers play in a style dif-
ferent from humans, in part because they can, in fact, do
certain things that the human being cannot do, such as
make more calculations of the effects of possible moves.
I lowever. the computers seem. as yet, not to respond to or
to evaluate more global aspects of positions on the chess
hoard. a human ability perhaps akin to the identification
of natural categories discussed below.

What follows is one possible outline of studies directed
at the several aspects of information processing in biological
systems. The examples are illustrative, not exhaustivte., and
to sonic extent reflect the backgrounds of the authors.' The
topics fall under two major headings: r ife-
sentation of information, and principle.
The representation problem subdivides. .o questions
about tlie nature &If the representations, their storage and
retrieval, their control of behaviel. and the :1r communication.

? ,
THE REPRESENTA.7lONS OF INFORMATION

Nature of the Sensory Code

One. triking finding of peripheral neural physiology and
.psychophysics is the complex, scrambling nature of the
sensory transduction. It is nonlinear with a vengeance,
transforming what amount to continuousinputs into sto-
chastic processesneural pulse !rains. And once the trans-
Action is completed, the recoded information tends to
spread into varous neural circuits of increasing
Two things se....Tri to be clear. First, not all of the transduced
information is attended to by the higher processing centers.
Second, there appear to he built-in structur.cs that make the
oranism sensitive to unique configurations of simulation.
As an example, chimpanzees bdrn'Lnd raised in captivity
are Ir;.htened by certain stimuli, such as snakes or dis-
membered bodies, With, which they are unfamiliar.' Such
work can and should he approached on both a physiological
and a behavioral Jevel. The latter is essential: the neural
wiring is far too complex for us to have any hope of under-

, .standing it without rather precise information about the be-
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havioral capabilitiei resulting therefrom. We take up these
two topics separately: attention and natural categories.

Information Overload and Attention

It is evident-that far.jfar more information impinges on
an organism than gets transduced. and far, far more is

transduced than is used or stored..How do we and other
organisms filter. attend to and selectively store,in formation?
What are the strategies that permit rejection of much of the
information flow at the expense of minimal cost in errors?
What are the developmental aspecs of this, both in youth'
and in aging? One senses that'at both the beginning and at
the end of life biological systems are less able to deal with
multiple sources providing high rates of information than
when they arc .ully mature but not yet old.

A .ireat deal of the work currently classed as "cognitive
psyChblogy' is concerned in_one,way or another with Cie
concept of aftentidn. Attempts are being made to and-- -
stand shifts of at.ention both among and within modalities
Even in seasory p-,ycht44-iysics the concept has begun to
play a role in accounting for the well known discrepancies
in performance when aide and :narrow ranges of stimuli
are employed.8 And in vision, behavioral evidence has re-
cently been provided that the locus of attention is separable
I rom where one is looking.° Nloreoei, it is possiblz, electro-
physiologically, using microelectrodes in the inferior parietal
lobule. to separate the locus of attention from where an-
animal is looking.'

N

Natural CategoriesPsychological Approaches
Given that some selection process must be occurring

boanctivelyAnd passivelyhow are the choices of categories
made? Clearly, the remarkable prevalence of categorization,
appearing at so many levels in the animal kingdom, suggests
ghat it must be the source of important economies in the
functioning of the brain.

In one animal example, highly taxing to current models
of perception. pigeons.have been reinforced for pecking a
snitch in the presence or a photographic silhouette of a
particular white-oak ledf and for not pecking in the presence
of silhouettes of leaves from other trees, e.g., maple, tulip,
elm. From thisftraining, the pigeon. generalizes readily to
leaves it has never seen, pecking in the presence of white-oak
leaves and hot in the presence of non-white-oak leaves.
rho: variety of white-oak leaves is considerable, including
variation in-the number, depth, and placement of its lobes.
Yet there is, to the human observer, a typical form for

hite-oak leaves, and pigeorTS evidently abstract this form
invariance friim iisingle exemplar in comparison with the
leaves o f ot her trees.8 .

As an example of what must happen when a person
perceives a natural category, consider speech. To perceive
a phonetic categoryL-for example, the p that is present in
.1p/it and absent in slit the listener must integrate into a
unitary percept a considerable number of acoustic cues,
although these are diverse, widely spread through the'signal,
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a Id overlapped with cues to other categories in the phonetic
string.° Yet Esteners-do integrate, and so recover the cate-
gories. Research has shown what this process requires of a
listener, and it has uncovered much of the acoustic infor-
mation he uses for the purpose. But it has not yet provided
much insight into the underlying mechanisms; hence, we do
not know how to design their equivalents for speech-recog-
nizing machines. Speech recognizers are being produced,
but they do not always extract phonetic categories as such.
Rather. -they represent words as temporally complex indi-
visible patterns of sound, and, perhaps for that reason.
deal only with limited vocabularies. They demonstrate little
ability to abstract the common lingUistic features when the
same word arises in different contexts or is spoken by dif-
ferent people. That we human beings are not so limited
may be owing to our ability to recover phoneticcategories.
It is. after all, precisely those categories that the speaker
encodes in the speech signal. Accordingly, they are the true
units of the message, capturing exactly the systematic phonetic
changes that relate the various tokens of a word to its under-
lying type and also. by marking syntactic and morphological
boundaries, provide information important to processing a
sentence.'° It seems important, therefore, to make these
phonetic categories availak,le to speech-recognizirie machines.
but to do so will likely require a better understanding of
how human beings perceive them.

Color naming provides another impressive example of
natural ca'egories in human beings. It is also a very good
example of cross-disciplinary research, involving laborawry
psychophysical studies, neurophysiological studies in infra-
human primates and anthropological studies across cultures.

The problem of color naming was initially approached
from a ..altural relativism viewpoint. We know that the
range of visible color hues from red to blue and of color
brightness from black to white is continuous. It is possible,
in principle; for cultures to divide and label the color con-
tinuum as they see fit. To demonstrate the thesis that psy-
chological differences are associated with terminological
conventions, early experiinents tested the color riemo;:y of
English speakers. Colors without simple names were both
difficult to name or describe and difficult to remember."
Such results were initially interpreted to mean that language
does constrain thought. but that interpretation proved to
he inverted. Subsequent studies demonstrated that particular
colors are not distinctive because a culture has given them
names. Rather, colors are given names because they are
distinctive.12

The evidence conies from several sources. Psychophysical
studies'3 revealed that certain 8 to I I primary colors
including those which English speakers call red, green, yellow,
blue, black, and whitehave special status in chic; dis-
crimination tests. Neiirophysiological research" ;primarily
on Rhesus. which appears to have colorvision identical
to human) demonstrated that the visual 4stem organizes
these primaries into opponent pairsred/green, yellow/blue,
-and black/white. In other words, the organization of color
into primary pairs is an innately given biological property
of all humans with normal vision: some inftahuman pri-
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mates. and" r,:rh:±r. iov.er. species. Furthermore. anthro-
po:cal tudies' -4% ho,e 1:Ingua2es conta:ri fewer
,:olor terms re Y val.:id that, in all c-asea. the
"best ins:aft:es :he colors named are close to the psy-
ch:iogicall-, primary colors: that these color terhts are
clu-ectly translatable to Er,glish. Finally-. when memory tests
.ere concluded on people who spoke a language with only
PAo basic color terms, they remembered primary colors
best. eYen -though they had no names for them.'6 ClearlY-.
some aspects f color nar,,.;:ig are culturally determined:
the number of zel does vary. However. the use made of
:I...111,161e color lerminology is constrained by innate proper-
ties of the br.1,n indr relation to information pro,..c...siniz..
rather :ban ,:olor. :I.:Ming being a matter of pure convention.

Categorilaton by both subhuman: and humans suggests
that :here is a widely dispersed biological solution :o the
problem Of ex.r.i,:ting invariances front variable exernnlars.

k,:nti of LIMY crsal pattern classification algorithm. The
presence of the solution in such organisms as pigeons further
suggests that it requires relatively little cognitiVe capacity.
It seems like!', t1: -it natural selection has fostered the evolu-
tion of p.:rcepli..11 systems that are predisposed to form
categoric, for the classes of objects that are important to
sjri Itc more subtle. abstract. and dispersed these pre-
dispositions are. the more profound- is the scientific challenge
tit finding evolution's solution to the problem of extracting
in. ariance7,.

This work MLR. -II be getting dose to'thz point where
math,ematical descriptions of conceptual representations
would he a true contribution to a science of information
representation. The trick seems to he to understand the
classes of transit;rmation that leave thei:ategory invariant.
A deep understanding of the nature of categorical percep-
tion should help tie to design devices capable of pattern
recognitiT.

Natural CategoriesPhysiological Approaches
We must consider the possibility that at least some natural

categories are. in part. pre - ,programed or even hard wired
into the ,y stem. Consider, as an example. the recognition
of faces. The belief that this skill may he preprogramed
arises from the fact that people with severe disorders in the
ability to recognize faces have sustained brain damage (to
essentially symmetiical regions on both sides) which is re-
markably stereotyped 17..)i1 case to case. Although these
.patients have gross difficulty in recognizing or learning
new hiees, they car. read. recognize colors. and deal correctly
with other visual stimuli. a pattern which suggests there
is a special sy stem for the learning of Etees.'

\lore generally, the study of animal brains rThysiologically
and of accidentally lesioneil human brains suggests there
are a remarkable number of such highly specialized de-
vices, For example, a large proportion of laboratory-raised
cats who have never f.een a mouse attacked will attack, just
as animals raised outside do. by biting the nape of the neck.
If cats that do not attack -'S'pontaneously are stimulated in
the lateral hypothalamus, they also bite around the head
or neck."'

There are few areas or than the stud:. of natural
in animals where Vne car: so readil:. cross the

boundary betweer. cogn;:iYe sc:er.ces and neurophvs-
ioloLty. Of course. true experimen:al s:udy on the lanzuaze
are of the human brain maY neYer be carried oat. and it
is unclear the tent to which work with higher apes will
illuminate the problem even if they exhibit forerunners of
language. as some investigators -hare claimed. On the other,
hand, natural categories may constitute a forerunner of at
least one aspect of lantzuage.-naming, Attaching a distinct
response to _. class of stimuli is the ingredient common to

h% human he: _'s and cate-orization h4. iuhhunian
. -

- STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF
REPRESENTATIONS

Storage

Although:there is some dispute. many workers continue
to fee! the distinction between long- and short-term storage
is useful: distinction which is in some respects compara-
ble to that between "cache mentor." and -main memory"
in contemporary- large computers. To a considerable degree.
much of the ph.siologica! work on memory has been de-
.0:ed to long-term storage. whereas the psychological work
focu,,es both on'Iona-- and short-term memory..

Thework on short-term storage is a blend of empirical
and mathematical modeling. The dominant approach has
been to assume that short-term storage is in some rela-
tixely small number of binsroughly sevenwhich can
temporarily- store materials of varying complexity provided
they are properly packaged.' The nature of this store
how it is accessed and at what rate. how it is maintained.
how it is transferred intp more pthrmanent formhas been
the subject of many and theories."

Current -psychological. as distinguished from physiological
work on long-term storage has focused on the coding of
meaningful information sucb..:as that contained in sentences.
It has been known for some time that less than a-minute
after a sentence is presented. one has virtually no memory
for the specific words actually presented: only the meaning
is pieserved.21 This has led to thedevelonment of formal
and quasi-formal languages for representing meaning in
memory. With the idea that variations in memory per-
formance can he hitter u9derstood in terms of variations
in meaning representations than in terms of the actual input.
Thus the probability of`-successfully coding a sentence de-
pends more on the number of distinct me, .rings or proposi-
tions in the sentence than or the number of words in the
sentence." Further research along these linz.; may have
important implications for the design of higher level pro-
gramming languages. .

Physiological studies suggest that the persistence of stimulus
aftereffects occurs differentially in different regions of the
nervous system. In primary sensory pathways the persistence
of the neuronal response to a brief stimulus is of the order
of iconic memory, whereas in certain neocortical regions



_ the hearonal a!-tereffects maY
0: li:e!der.,Ipr-i, r \-nernory .23
.1, !): k concerned.

e.:dense the , :seal icon 4-.1.1% he stored in.
he retina and the pathw a. s."

concernin,
S.J r.ne., 10r rrIrtUr2. anj N:cond;.; n. memory,

of the limbic sy stem. particularls hippocampas
and arm:ed.:Li secin ern.icalk invoked in the processc,. of
onger tern: storaee and or retrie% al of information in both

ina:nan and infral,unian mammals.25 Some phenomena of
siniple con,ditioned :espon..e

- c..".. ii.Haced at ref:es -and e'.;: spinal to
I -..7. ere cerebral ss stems the neocort ex. and limbic

arcsappear to he necessary' for the preservation of
:he norinal parametric features of condijonine, and for
more complex aspects of learning and Memory processes2'

ilioloeicaTternis, anal% sis of the physical-chemical
memory is in its infancy. in that we are onls

beellinin,e to gain sonic idea of the brain systems in.ol% cd.
charact.crifation and "ocalilation of:hese s% stems

.HR: :heir inieractii,ms in the context Of information proc-
C,,U1'.2 :1:::e,011- aspect of the search for "he "engrain".

models has no at least some of the charac-
01.1one-term storage and retries al are now appearing."

Retrieval

11:10..11 of the work on retrieval has been concerned %%ith
klmontrating that mcnio-y failures frequently arise at the
:eine\ al end of the sstem. Seemingly forgotten informa-
Lon can often hi: retneed hs reinstating the context in
w Inch the ini.ormation wit learned. indicating that context
is a particularly effectie retrieval cue,29 Other studies has e
locused on fai.:.ors that diminish the effectiveness of a re-
tries al cue. like multiple connections to the cue."

I here is no guarantee that the processesalgorithms and
heuristicsthat people use, with small data bases ire of
u1y with large ones. Sequential searches. for example.
ma sense with small data bases but are unrealistic for
1,11-t:e ones. 1.4- these reasons. research on human retrieval
irony iarec data bases seems,highls relevant to information

Learning

Studies in animal learning has e recently come to emphasis..
processes analogons ti those of human memory'. The term
"cognitise processes" is inctcasingly being used to charac-
lerl/C this general information processing approach To the
phenomena of learning and memory in animals." One dis-
tinction is between working memorystimulus Offormation
useful for one trial onlyand reference memory -information.
useful for many trialsin analyting operant learning in the
pieeon.32 It appears that hippocampal damage selectively,
impairs working memory in many species.") Others have
analyied classical conditioning (using rabbieeyeblink) in
terms of effects of expectancy and "priming" on short-

4

term memory an .,nasc dc..clo7-ed hyrothetical structures
for :1":01-1.-ler111 processes in anin:al

A jearnine
far a .port the creriznceii can he impaired

eleetro-con- ulsi e shock and anesthetics and facilitated
certain drugs. hormones and peptides in both humans --

and animals." On the other (and_ the formation of fone-
term memory- in animals can he impaired by substances
that interfere with protein snthesis.36 These consolidation
phenomena pr;.li.le further in-ider:,ce for a fundamental
d:stinction Het-e... shorter and longer tern? TreMOry pros:-
e-es. -.H:irnals well

REPRESENTATIONAL CONTROL OF
BEHAVIOR

Decision Making and Heuristics

This area is %ass and has attracted a great deal of atten-
tion hs scientists from various fields. Some of the key words
;ire: subiectise probahilits. expected utility. risk. heuristics.
information processing strategies. Hayes' theorem. repre-
sentatisCile. etc. There is a long standing tension between
optimal approaches. as exemplified by Mork often called
decision analysis_ which is based largely on subjective CA-
pccted ut:;itY theory and Hayes' theorem. ar,d empirical
results that show not only that many people (including
those with decision responsibilities of importance) fail to
behase optinlall.. but that they do not always' want to
follow the dictates of optimal models. For examPle. many'
subjects will order certain pairs of gambles opposite to the
amounts they say are equivalent to the gambles individually."
The failure to behave optimally could he due to an inability.'
to handle the information processing required. which could
perhaps he compensated by artificial devices. hit the failure
to w ant to he optimal suggc:sts some basic misunderstanding
either by most people or by the scientists analyting these
decision situations.

It is now generally conceded that human subjects. unless
especially trained. approach complex dexision problems
insult ing chance events by invoking various forms of heuristics
inconsistent with either rational considerations or statistical
theory ." .As el. no very satisfactory descriptive model
hiis es gated.

Motor Control

The study of coordinated movement has been much
neglected, certainly by comparison with perception. Yet
the problems of movement are just as relevant to infnrma-
iii ii science as those of perceptionindeed.,the two are
mirror images. In movement, as in perception, there is the
prdhlem of many-to-one: how does a movement system
achieve a particular objective in so many different ways.
Trom so enemy different starting' pbsitions. and 'under so,
many different conditions? From the standpoint of purposive
control. how ca,n the degrees of freedom in thi: system he
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minimized, or even made manageable? What principles
determine, in u given activity, which variables are altered
and which are held constant? What are the constraints on
the system that restrict its operation to activities that are
behaviorally useful? How do we solve the fascinating, but
not much thought about, problem concerning the relationship
between afferent and efferent patterns? Consider, for
example, how it might be that the afferent. patterns cor-
responding to the auditory (or phonetic) representation of
incoming speech sounds are "translated" into the efferent
patterns that produce mimicry. Note that the process appears
to he accomplished with very little trial and error and, is
the adult, with such speed as to imply a mechanism that k
.both efficient and, like so many systems that work efficiently.
in animals, biologically based. What are the implications of
the fact that there appears to be no obvious invariant rela-
tionship between central commands and the effects they
produce, that the order to pick up an object has wholly
different consequences depending on the initial relation
between the person's body and the object? This is, of course,
the problem of context-conditioned variability, anal( looms
as large in movement as it does in perception.

To solve these problems will require, at the least, that we
discover how to characterize the significant informational
units of coordination and the representational structure of
objects imbedded in physical space. The attempt to dot he
formei has been a point of departure for work at the Insti-
tute for 13iological Physics and the Institute for Probleihs
of 1111'0mmion Transmission. in the Soviet 'Union." At
those centers, investigations range from studies of the neuro-
physiology of motor syStdins, including such disorders of
motor activity in humansas Parkinsonism, to the applica-
tion of ideas about motor organization in the design of
robots. The theoretical perspective developed in the Soviet
Linioh has been elaborated° in this country 4° and is now
being used as the basis for empirical work in several Ameri-
can laboratories.'" But in seeking to understand the plan-
ning and organization of movement, and how perceptual
information regulates activity, tin integrated research effort
is needed. Such an effort will comprise aspects of psy-
chology, neuroscience, and computer science. There are
preliminary signs that Tah an integration is being attempted,
but much remains to he done."

Strategies Governing Performance

It would seem likely that a performance strategy which
is optimal for some purposes is not optimal for others. For
example, in children who have accidentally lost the cortex,
of one hemisphere, different. linguistic strategies emerge in
dealing with certain grammatical constructions depending
on which hemisphere was removed:43 More recently it has
been reported that with normal aging the strategies used in
dealing with certain tasks change, e.g.. the: ways in which
simple drawings are copied." A question raised by these
studies is whether such strategies are defective in the sense
that the subjects could be trained to other strategies that
would give a better performance or whether the strategies

are indeed optimal when CII constraints on performance
are taken nto account.

COMMUNICATING REPRESENTATIONS

Connections-Betwetni Phonetic
Structure and Sound

As a result of years of research, we have begun to under-.
stand the nature of the code that connects the sounds of
speech to the phonetic message they convey. It is a peculiarly
linguistic code, bearing resemblances of a sort to the gram-

: matical codes (e.g: syntax) that one finds at other levels of
the systeni. More specifically, we know the code well enough ,
to ht/eicaptured'it 'in a set of rulesa grammar, as .it
were4so explicit that it can be put into a computer and
used Tor the purpose of generatiri^g speech from strings'or
discrete phonetic symbols.45 The synthesized speech is not
wh911y satisfactory, but it is good enough:to stand as evidence
that this part of the problem is on its way, to being solved.
The, rules for synthesis, when examined, suggest that the
solution is not trivial. As for'the technological side, synthesis-.
by-rule can be usedindeed, it is now 'being usedin a
variety of applicatioas. When connected, for example,, to
another Set of rules, largely phonologic, that relate orthog-
raphy to phonetic structures, and to an optical character
retitle' for "perceiving the orthography, the result may be
a reading machine for the blindthat. is, a machine :hat
will convert text to speech. Synthesis-by-rule used ,in con-
junction with other devices provides a variety of systems
designed to make man - machine interactions easier and cheaper.

Higher Levels of Linguistic Representation

Linguistic comprehension and production involve the
formation of multiple representations of the linguistic signal,
each of which edcodes some aspect of the total information
conveyed by the signal. For more than twenty Years, intenr
sive research in linguistic theory has been devoted to the
formal characterization of these Ritiresentations and the

abstract specification of the mappings among them. The
phonetic representation of speech is connected to the lexical
representation, consisting Or a sequence or words, by means
of phonological rules. Syntactic rules connect the lexical
sequence to a representaton of meaningful grammatical
relations. Semantics and pragmatics specify mappings be-
tween this representation and a still more abstract repre-
sentation of the message encoded in the linguistic signal. In
computational models of linguistic comprehensionand
production. the linguistic rules for mapping between repre-
sentations can he regarded as stored knowledge strictures
:hat are7Lipplied to decode or encode the information in the
linguistic signal.

Linguistic theory has predominately been concerned with
formal characterizations of the mental representations
that underlie slit. ech. and relatively little effort has been
devoted to studying realistic algorithms by which these;
representations can he computed. Recently it has hain
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'argued that'new,.types of syntactic representation based OR
the lexical encoding of grammatical relations would permit
psychologically more realistic processing algorithms.'"! This
and the development of advanced natural language parsing
techniques" makes it appear feasible td construct realistic
computational modds of human languageprocessing which
imi.orporate linguistically motivated rules acid representa-
tions. Collaborative work .comlii-ning linguistic, computa-
tional and psychological approaches to this problem' has
been initiated by groups of researchers in cognitive scieRce
at a number of academic and industrial centers,'

An important issue for information science arises froth
v.ork of this type. A major focus of research in linguistic
theory has been the discovery and characterization of can:
straints on.grammatical structure that are invariant across
languages from unrelated language-families. Referred to as
"linguistic universals'', these invariants are thought by many
linguists to reflect specific properties of human cognitive
me,:hanisms for language-use. Linguistic universals provide'
a rich source of natural constraints on the.design of compu-
tational and mathematical models of natural language
processing, but one that is just beginning, to he exploited
in the cognitive sciences.'" A question for research in infor-
mation science

-.
is what principles of information proc6s-

irjg would explain the existence of these universal invariants
in the higher levels of linguistic representation.

Understanding ,

There are a number of projects around the country where
researchers are tryinu, to devise computer programs. that
.understand simple and, not -so- simple stories. and where
the guiding.Ca

and
is the psychological reality Of the repre-

'sentations nd processes positei.1,4 9 This work clearly can-,-
stitutes an iitionuatioli processing account that
pendent of its specific implementation, is it deal. with a
program that is intended to,he the functional e
whin peopleidikhen they understand stories

t of

PRINCIPLES OF IMPLEMENTATION

Solutions to prohlems of computing and manipulating
representations can he found in at least two ways: (I) bfan

ahstract. mathematical treatment. or (2) by an empirical
example.t the latter case, :he nature of the illustratiim
will (iepAld upon the Machinery availahleneurons or

-chips, optics or computers. For example, if one wishes to
represent a complex waveform as the sum of sine waves of
differing frequencies. this can he done in a parallel manner-.
using optics. or serially on a computer using a Fast Fourier
Transform. Both methods give an equally infonuative
representation of the original waveform. However. the two
methodstdiffer considerably in the algorithm used to imple-
ment the collimation. Clearly, depending upon the form
of the input data and the available hardware, one method
-.will he more efficient than the other. An important example
-is the speech synthesis mentioned above.

' With the expld'sive development of computer technology
over the past decade, our understanding of serkil procesior
has grown tremendously. In contrast, relatively little is know
about parallel processors, such as animal and human bra' s.
Yet these biological systems can be the most effi nt in-
formation handling devices available, Understan ing the
computational "tricks" and strategies of the brain should
provide useful insights for the construction, of the artificial
parallel processors. of the future. Perhaps the surest way to
proceed in such a "blind" search is-to seek and ide4)tify gen-
eral principles that, appear almost universally in all biological
information processing systems. These principles' are

ded
ton at least two levels: behavioral and anatomical.

The "Magical 'Number Seven" is an example of a be-
havioral.principle.19 The average person can recall correctly
a list of seven bit:Kir...3\ idits (air seven decimal digits, or
seven words, each chosen antlom. Clearly it is the total

"number of items in the sequence th.at is the limiting fiictor
in the span of imrtediale memory. This limitation has sug
gested that the brain will tend to encode material in such a
manner that it need not handle more than seven items or
"chunks." at atime. The theoretics' reason for this empirical
result is not known, and yet it suggests an important design
principle for storage tind retrieval in a hierarchically orga-
nized parallel processing system.

Two other design principles that appear. both at a be:
havioral and an anatomical level are "lateral inhibition"
and "Opponent-processing". One' function of lateral inhibi-
tion in neural nets is to reduce redundancy. The second
is the normalization of the sensory signals over a wide input
range. The scheme used to accomplish these tasks has been

studied in great detail," and the basic {two-difuensional)
Laplacian operator is now used almost universally in image
processing. "Opponent-Processing" is a related technique
also very common in biological systems. It is the pairing of
mutually exclusive signal types, such as "red" opposed to
"gi-een" or "black" opposed to "white". Although why par-
ticular pairs are chosen is not always understoo'Ci; the uni-
versality of this opponent-process suggests that it may be
an eVient method ifOr handling, information.. Its utility can
perhaps best be understood as a binary selection strategy,
where inputs at each higher level of processing are sue -
cess/vely graded by placing the result's into one of two bins. -0

At an anatomical level, we also see the continued recurrence
of certain fefit'ure, which suggest underlying principles of
implementation. For example. many' structures of the brain
are subdivided into 1ers (laminae) in one dimension and
"slabs" or "columns" in an orthogopal direction." Clearly
the design of the brain cannot he random, and thiS type of
tirchitecture seems to he one of its organizing principles.
The theory of why such a scheme is used has not yet appeared,
however, and may. await further developments in complexity
or network theory. Other organizing strategies used by the
brain include reciprocal feedback between hierarchical
structures (i.e., cortieo-thalamic) or laminae (as in the:Spinal

cord), as well as temporal patterns of interaction that seem
to he regulated principally by the limbic system. The latter
have been likened to ring memories.
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;nderstamling the design of the brain. therefore includes
not oats the understanding of the problems it laces, but
also the manner in which it computes solutions to th.c.se
problems. Rt discovering the "trick -s- used in %!ommon by
biological sstems, we advance our general understanding of
hiss efficient, parallel information- processors could be built.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Roth the science of information and that of behavior are.

last ehainriml Fields. each impacting the development of the
other. It; is nog !airprisitig, therefore. that what we have said
about biological .solutions to infornption handling is far
from comprehensiye, and wcwould be foolhardy to think
that, our sense of i'Mportant topics is much of a prognosis:
as to 'what is happening. right now, let alone five or tell

ears from now. Our purpose in trying to ;resent the be-
havioral approach is to foster further, interaction, not to
prescribe its direction..
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Reportof the

WORKING GROUP ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY'

of the Advisory Committee for Information Science and Technology
National Sc ience Foundation

Introducilon to the Report

The tVorking Group on in tbrmation Technology was
convened at the request of the Advisory Committee for
Information Science and Technology or the National Sci-
ence Foundation under the direction of Advisory Com-
mittee members Paul A. Strassmann and Richard I. Tanaka.

The 1...orking Group was (Jdged with identifying re-
search. gaps related to information technology which are
unlikely to he filled by the private sector but which
important to the.national interest and thereforeappropriate
candidates for Federal action.

Similar questions have been considered by other groups
and at greater length during t e past several years but gen-
erally within the more limite context of particular agency
or national interest'problems (cf., e.g., [l, 2, 3, 6, 10, 14]).

Other nations haVe generally adopted a more comprehensive
and unified positiim in their consideration of analogous issues
le:. [7, 9JF It was not the task of this Working Group to
reiterate the arguments of previous studies nor to undertake
a detailed study itself, but rather to synthesize prevailing
knowledge" and expert opinion at the most comprehensive
level in terms of both su',ject matter and its potential sis,-
nificance for the nation.

The members of the Working Group are all outstanding
leaders in their fields and combine extensive experience in
business, government, and academic life with expertise in
science, technology. and industrial management. This re-
port is the collective icsult of their considered opinions
developed over an extended period of time rather than from
their intense but brief examination of the issues in the con-
text. Of the Working Group alone. Moreover, the recom-
mendations result from the consideration ola much broader

, set of issues from which the issues selected-were judged Co
have the most important national consequences and require
Federal action. It should not he concluded, therefore, that
issues omitted from this report are without merit.

On behalf of the Advisory Committee for Information
Science and Technology., and of the National Science Foun-
dation, we wish to.c4ress appreciation for the time and
thoughtful considtratioil members of' the Vorking Group
brought to their task. It is our hope that the readers of this
report will giN'e serious attention to its message of opportunity
and promise.

Joe B. Vv".att, Chairman II(mard I,. Resnikoff; Director
Advisory Committee for Information Division or tnforination

and Technology,'NSF Science and Teehnoltigy. NSF
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP

I. Introduction. Civilization is based oft the interplay
between mind and muscle, Since James Watt's perfection of
the steam engine1200 years ago, technology has coacentrated
on supplementing and replacing human muscle poer by

the power 'of energy-intensive machines. In the coming
century technology will surely concentrate on supplement-
ing and, in the more routine contexts, replacing human
mental activity by the power 'of information-intensive
Machines.

There is no need to dwell upon the manifold changes in
our life that information technology has already brought
to pass. Telecommunications, including the telephone and
television and mediated by the satellite, computers large
and small, copying machines, videodisks, and other means
for storing huge quantities info+ation in an accessible
form have in combination changed/I-tow and whether many.,
of us work and play, created vast new industries and forced
old ones into decline. A large and rapidly growing fraction
of the American \vork force derives its income from activities
related to the production, conimunication, and transmission
of information rather than from the production of material
goods, and this trend will continue [9, I I, 151. Automaqn
of' industrial production using intelligent, robots, improve-
ment of public: education and workforce training by means
of compisfer assisiedinstruction, growing international im-
ports and exports of information [31, increased consumer
and public access to information, and national- iefense are
:1l increasingly dependent on advances .in information tech-
nology, which has begun to assumed he status era national'
imperative. heightened economic coiNetition from our
trading partners, the changing character the workforce,
computer crime, and problems of personal privacy are also
products of the rapid changes in information technology.

This report concentrates on identifying aspects of infor-
mation technology where researeh developments appear to
he in the national interest but are unlikely to be pursued by
the private sector fo: opt t reason or another. In these instances
it seems appropriate that the Federal government play an
it,,tive and supportive role in accelerating and coordinating.
the necessary developments. We have tried to set forth a
general framework for decisions on Federal resource allo-
cation which is broad enough to accommodate the rapid
changes and varied implications characteristic of this new
technology while still focussing on the several particular



areas where we believe there are special prospects for high
returns from moderate investment risks.

This Working Group is composed of engineers and sci-
entists. Thus the reader will not. he surprised to find that
questions lying outside the technical sphere have generally
been accorded slight attention in this report despite their
evident importance.. With regard to public policy issues, the
forthcoming report of the National Academy of Sciences 1141
complements this one. Other issues, especially those involv-
ing the societal' impact of information technology, should
he considered by appropriately constituted working groups.

The present time appears to he especially propitiouS for
taking stock of the implications of information technology
developments and the opportunities for The Nation inherent
in them. The power ti,f information processing machines has

increased, and the costs have declined, to the point where
machines which exhibit Some degree of "intelligent- (i.e
decision making) behavior are spreading throughout
(cf. [121,). Tile convergence of computing and telecom-
munications technology is accelerating that dispersion. For
instance, it is expected that 10 million Ameritaps will be
"on-line by 1986. and 30 million by 1990. Thus it is not

too soon to try to gain an overview of the opportunities
ahead and of the gaps which may stall progress toward
their realization. But it is also not yet too late for planned
and coordinated activities of the private sector and the

Federal government to fill those gaps.
The Working ,GrOun's recommendations call for more

intense activities in eight general areas:

Theory. of Computation

kno% ledge Representation and,Delivt.;:;

Man-Nlachine Interface

Suit are Production. Mainzeminc1.1.

Very Large Databases

Li Itra parallel Hardware Designs

Research infrastructure

Societal , Impact

The following sections present brief ::....criprions of the
eight general areas and identify particular p-J:dems within
each one w hich seem to us to cad for intensifled effort. The
discussion begins with the most general and abstract issues
and proceeds to increasingly particular and practical ones.
Although problems of the research infrastructure and societal
implications, discussed in sections 8 and 9, lie outside the
principal areas of expertise of the members of the Working
Group. they are of such clear avd messing importance that
we find ourselves obliged to draAocntion to them, as others
also have done.

Theory, of Computation. Computation;. .,...., le

at the root of all'applications of inforrthition technology so
it is pelt surprising that theoretical investigations, into the
cornplexity'of calculations should playiltundame-ntal role.
An early and decisive result--a triumph of pure thought.
was the denion.stration, about, 50 yelirs ago by the mathe-
matician Goedelthat mit every mathematical tr,uth can he
proved. This means that there are calculations which can-
not be carried to eomPletion by a computer no matter how
powerful it may he. Such conclusions have profourephilo-
sophical implication's but few practical consequences. They
have. hover, provided the incentive for recent research
into the computational complexity,of practical problems,
and into the trade-otTs between complexity and accuracy of
computations for problems where some degrxt:Of error can
he tolerated. The:,,significant results which have already
been obtained have immediate application to problems of
data security and Privacy. They have had a major influence
in the area of optimization, and have greatly increased the
size of problems that are routinely solved to improve the
performance of various commercial, industrial, govern-
mental, and academie operations and systems. Further
progress will play :k role in skochastie.computation, ill parallel
iomputation, in the design of computers, an4in structuring'
information processing problems so that their computa-
tional requirements car, be efficiently metes

Because of its long-term nature and universal charac-
teristics, research in the theory of computation is primarily
con andhi/university scientists and is supported by:Fed-
eral grants. While the importance of continuing research in
this arca appears to be ienerally admitted. w.r.--trelieVe that
a mor.: intense effort will repay the relatively smal 'invest-
ment required ann hat the ayprOpriate Federal .ag cies

1

shouldeneourage activity in this area,

3. KnowIrdge Representation and Delivery. At the present
time, only biclogical systems can deal with complex knowledge
prt;h1e;ns. Nevertheless,. the human brain appears to func-
;ton as :l it were, in effect, a complex, highly parallel com-

':,.., This establishes a fundamental link between the
..bstraei consierations of the theory of computation and
:'..! in17.L ,:onc.-te hirt equally fundamental research questions
ct.,17_,: !,:. h(-. -sr,o'k:edge is represented in the brain and

I.o-. .- ..i,411t b-.:: ::presented in the machine. The question of
i:;cnet.il: e practical interest, of course, is how to represent
1:now ledge in a way that the machine can usefully manipulate
and that seems natural to, and can easily be used by, a person..

As the complexity and performance of microelectronic
circuits increase, more-powerful ways to supplement and
augment human performance in areas involving program-
mjng, decision making, design and analysis of experiments,
and evaluation of data become possible. Equally important
is progress. in increasing the efficiency of communication
across the Ma-it-machine interface by using higher-level
information - hearing structures such as natural languages
(in both written and spoken form) and graphic representa-
tions. The effectiveness of these methods depends to a large
extent on the ability to transfer knowledge and inforniation
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frt,un one representational form to another and, ultimately
tZ) classik and recognize patterns and representations of
.1. now ledge in a \\ay which is compatible with. if not
identical to. tlif: the human brain performs.

Research on these fundamental questions has begun
although the number of workers is still small and the goal
distant and ill -defined ( I, 5). Because of its longterm and
basic nature. few pm ate-sector companies have the resources
or the moti tip' invest heavily in the general problem
of knowledge representation. although research on selected
problems with a more immediate anticipated return on
imestment is being done. Amongst these are information
retrio al and graphie display, and the use of artificial Intel-
ligence prineiplvs to nevelovi "expert systems" for assisting
prj,lessioiud knowledge-workers in specific tasks which in-
voke the anal:sis and evaluation of large quantities of
controlled data. such as assessing the economic potential
of 'mineral deposits from geological survey data. These ap-
plications are beginning to prove their economic value. but
the% must he s icw ed as the products of a primitive "knowl-
edge engineering which thus far lacks the scientific base
which would enable its full potential to be realized.

An understanding of the laws which govern the repre-
sentation of knowledge, xvhether in the brain or in the
inachint, requires progress on a number of basic and intricate
special problems, including:

deselopment of a general theory of pattern classifica-
tion and recognition: and

understanding the relationship. between language and-
mental. representations of knowledge. and in particu-
lar, between the structure of questions and stored
know ledge.

Amongst the various sensory.channels availabli: to people
for communication. the visual channel has--by far the greatest
capacity. This is the reason that graphic displays have be-
come so popular in interactive man-machine communication.
I loWever, if. information is communicated solely by dis-
playing text in a natural fnguage. then the high potential
channel-capacity of the vision system is degraded so that
the effective capacity is no greater than that'of the speech
channel. The introduetion'bf images in addition to text, and
in place of text, recaptures the advalitages of the broadband
vision system: those who said "one picture is worth a
thousand words'' knew whereof th Tspoke. Thus there are
special research needs in the stu of interactive graphic
communicationespecially in un erstanding how to sub-
stitute graphic and symbolic forms of communication for
text and how graphical and image information should he

organized for storage, retrieval, and. display.
The Working Group believes that there is insufficient

research in the broadly construed area of knowledge repre-
sentation (and more broadly, artificial intelligence) and thAt
existing efforts could he better focussed. o

4. Man-Macbine Interface. Dramatic improvements in
the performance of computer-biased systems hav'e perhaps

masked the fact that several areas have not made any basic
or fundamental advances. Informatiod machihes arc fast
and precise and do not forget. People are slow and inac-
curate and have a very limited capacity for short-term memory

Human information processing limitations are bal.:
zinced by an exceptional ability to abstract, generalize, and
synthesize. All of these are processes for reducing the channel
capacity required to process information so that results can
he obtained rapidly enough to he of use. These' abilities also
tend to reduce the significance of individual errors.

Contemporary computers cannot abstract, generalize. or
synthes,ize to arty significant degree. Thus the main problem
concerning the man-machine interface is to make these two
very. different modes of information processing compatible:
to "match the impedance'' across the interface (in the engi-
neer's jargon) in order to make it transpartint and friendly,
with the intent of enabling the machine to correct, /ton-
substantive operator mistakes. and otherwise forgive human
errors, and to adapt itself 'CO human thought processes
rather than requiring the human user to use unnatural thought
processes.

This problem is composed of a number of more specific,
research questions which appear to he receiving only liThited
attention. Since people normally communicate using spoken
and written natural languages. a bilqter understanding of
how language can be used to conmiunicate with machines
is needed. It is particularly important to reduce the interface
barrier for written materials in machine-readable form. Large
amounts of text are 110W available in machine-readable form.
As word processing systems become mot .videly adopted.
the amountavailable as a by- product will rapidly increase.
Its effective exploitation will depend on:

I. Recognition of the importance of providing standard-
ized, means for handling machine readable natural
language text material;

Definitions of tasks and specifications for research
leading to the design of general tivt handling systems:

3.' Efficient software to perforM the deF.ired text handling
functions:

.. Convenient human-factors-engineered terminals and
desktop systems.

These, factors lead to a number of general research topics.
Regarding the immediate future, -,it would be desirable

to develop methods for the general retrieval of information
and data items from text by word-processing systemS:T-is
could lead to widely' dispdised and relatively inexpensive
systems for the selectb,c dissemination of information fr m
locally created and maintained text collections.

In the area of the human interface, there are importa
research topics- concerned with the evolution of existin
techniques into more comfortable and natural machine
systems. with emphasis on accessibility, to non-specialist
users and particularly on adaptive interfaces capable of
becoming increasingly terse as the frequent user and the
machine gain familiarity with each other. Their study would



also help define the requirements for research in graphic
displays. methods for scoring graphic information, and in-
ternal systems useful for direct. processing of graphic or
pictorial data.

Sonic fundamental research on two-way interfaces other
than the usual keyboards and cathode-ray tube displays
should be encouraged to prod the development of more
natural interfaces. This kV6Ilid include the exceptionally
important natural language voice input and output systems,
as sell as more sophisticated tactile and visual communi-
cations means.

5. .S'of tivare Production. Maintenance, and Obsolescence.
Massive investments havi. been made in software prepared
using "traditional" languages, and large stall's of program-
mers trained in them exist in commercial. industrial, and
gok ern mental organizations, liven research aimed at funda-
mental change in machine architecture is influenced by
these facts.

For example. if highly parallel machine architectures be-
come possiblq, the basic problem of providing software for
such 'machines needs to he addressed. One approach has
been to require that even machines with new and different
architectures should be able to run software written in cur-
rently popular languages, instead of requiring special
languages. That concept needs' to- be questioned. It might
ht; more reasonable to have a combined research activity on
architecture and software which attempts to keep the soft-
ware problem within house 'le software requirements
could be kept within limits either by requesting that existing
programming languages and programs he usable, or by,
minimizing the programming problem by the nianner in

hiCh' yew machines are organized. Software languages
need not be elementary. They need not he designet simply

kcginner but can he intended to be efficient and
utnfortable to use at all levels of skill. A software system

can he interpreted in a broader sense !o include database
systems which use interface characteristics and sonic internal,
sophisticated levels of proceisinil io permit extracting
knowledge or information fro ii data.

Through the years the fraction of total information systems\
costs devoted to software development and maintenance \
has been steadily inereal.ing, The,life-cycle costs of software
are not clearly understood. The basic costs involved in
developing a program in the first place are known to be
very high. I lowever, perhaps; 75% of thu total life cost of
.:oftware is devoted to maintaining and updating existing
programs. This problem may he particularly extreme within
the f=ederal government, where procurement policies tend
to favor retention of obsolescent hardware and the associated
soft w are inventory [-I]. Thus research is needed on the eco-
nomic consequences of variousprocurement and standardi-
zation poliCies.

The q-,..lion of software development and maintenance
is a resew ch area whose economic implications will become
of crucial importance as the national investment in software
continues to grow and the fraction of total information
systems costs devoted to it climbs even more rapidly. In
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then circumstances, obsolescing software capital may lave
economic con'sequ'ences quite comparable to those of ob-
solescing steel mills or other mandacturing capital. Pro-
ductivity may in fact become negative in the long-',erm
maintenance of aging software. It is, however. important to
recognize that despite the problems noted, the United States
currently has a considerable competitive advantage with
respect to other countries in soft ware development. Hforts
should he made to maintain and emphasize that advantage.

6. Very Large Databases. The si:e of a databasi, is its
dominant charact.:ristie. Everyone knows that a shelf filled
with books or a personal filing cabinet filled with documents
is a convenient store of information to which the user has
immediate access. But,a large library or record facility, such
as the more than 20-million volume Library of Congress
(equivalent to about. 2i 1013 bytes of information) or the
record storage division of a large corporation, can be as
effective as encryption in foreclosing access to desired infort'
motion unless it is equipped with sophisticated data man-
agement and information retrieval. systems.

As the size of the database increases (and new high density
lc,v-cost storage means such as videodisks become generally
available), the problems of designing adeq"uate retrieval and
management systems increase 'also. II' the stored informa-
tion is heterogeneous, as normal office records, scientific
and technical information, etc. are, these problems become
stall more complex. They include at least the following:

Flow to veril: the consistency of updates to anx2(isting`
database. N

How to make access to a database more naturaLrather
than through the tightly disciplined requirements cur-
,: typical of database system's, without unduly

sacrificing system performance.

3. Flow to configure a system and represent data so as
to increase the user's ability to extras information
from the data.

Flow, to develop methods for quantitatively linalyzing
- the hardware, software, and performance costs of

database ma nagemeht and information retrieval sys-
tems as part of the design process.
71.

5. Discovery of optimum techniques for managing dis-
tributed databases. *N.

?,,
A key area of current database research. in which major

progress can he anticipated, is that of designing storage
and retrieval arrangements that can support a vas ety of
data models perceived by users, and the. related issue of the
ability to translate from one pre-existing database to another.

Some other research topics related to large databases are:

Research in computational linguistics; automating the
grammatical aris1 meaningful manipulation of natural
language,

. Research on typical intellejtual and commercial use of
information flows: where it is obtained and how it
is used.
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Research _on data structures: the computational effi-
ciencies of different data representations and .storage
and retrieval structures.

7. Ultraparallel Hardware Desiggs. Research topics in
the area of hardware can focus on a number of riasonably
obvious directions. One would he in the areaof components,
and ()I' theyhysi9lphenomena underlying n..tw methods for
implementing digital hardware systems. Howe'ver, it ap-
pears that the commercial sector 'is vigorously pursuing
this direction, and the capabilities and availability of inte-
grated circuitry are well in advance of improved system and
machine architectural concepts.

One interesting approach towards exploiting the avail-
ability of large numbers of microprocessors. would be to
explore the fundamental properties of highly parallel machines
(cf. (131). This is a natural extrapolation of current semicon-
ductr technology. Computing systems composed of large
numbers cif identical elements are ideally suited for current
techniques in semiconductor processing.

One objective of a highly parallel system would he to
have processing power grow more or less linearly as process-
ing elements arc added. This would require a m.idest num-
ber of different types of elements, each designed to carry
out a specific operation with great efficiency. if one were

able to provide processing power directly in proportion to
the addition of easily replicated hardware units, it would
be feasible to evolve a family of variable-cost information
systems, ranging from low to high, propol ,Jate or
equiv:tient ranges in processing capabilities.

The development of parallel computers has proceeded in
an evolutionary way since the early 1960's. Current NASA
plans call for construction of a highly parallel computer
adapted to fluid dynamics calculations, and the Japanese
government has committed itself to the development of
several still more powerful parallel machines. But these
proposed architectures are specifically adapted for scientific
computation and are unlikely to he well suited to such other
important applications as data ma nage,ment, computer
graphics. and other complex data-intensive processes.

The ability to put together large numberS of processing
elemenCS need not he confined to parallel machine archi-
tecture. Several research studies dealire with different con-
cepts. such as array processors, variable threshold elements,
hienly redune,mt systems or so-called adaptive logic tech--
niques have been 'undertaken during the past two decades.
Nevertheless, because of the availability of inexpensive
microproccssing 91emems the current bracticabilily of im-
plementing many of these systems makes it feasible forsome

. of these alternatives to be tested and compared against each
other or he basis of relatively pragmatic performance
criteria.

A second area in which research into machine architec-
ture could be encouraged is in various forms of memory,
organization. including well-known but as yet unsolved
problems involving associative memories. Such memories
could of course form one intelligent subsystem, where corn-

,
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plex storage and retrieval processing is performed in an
enironmeM separate from the host computer itself.

There' are certain categories of research; for Which cur-
rently available equipment is not appropriate and where
parallel processors may afford special oppOrtunities for a
significant advAe,.Highly parallerprocessors whose archi-
tecture is specifically tailored for 'modelling neural and
cognitive processing may provide a revolutionary advance
in experimental opportunities for investigating representa-
tions of sensory information, and ilOartieular, of the vision
system. The photosensitive receptqrs in the human eye have
a combined channel capacity of the order of I010 hits per
second: the foveal cones which mediate color vision have a
ehanAl capacity of about 10° hits per second. In order to
simulat human,viskon info:nuttion processing in real time
(i.e., at the human rate) with a sequential conputer, a
machint, having a cycle time of less than 10-1°- 10-12 sec.
would appear to he required. The real -time requirement
cannot he given up, lightly, because' certain applications
wherein computer vision systems interact with a human
operator in real time must operate at human speed. Cue-
rent microcomputers have typical cycle times in the range
10-- IV sec., which suggests that a highly parallel device
consisting of 10° or more microprocessors may he necessary
for meaningful real time computer experiments.

Information processing performed by 11' central nervous
system is no less complex.- Realistic simulations and experi-
ments, whose results will also lead to improved model of
neurophysiolOgical and cognitive functioning, wife emandwit

greater computing power. And it has air' dy been
remarked that, the greatest potential gains from the use of
information technology will continue to come from its use
to supplement human mental activities...The provision of a
radically more powerful tool for investigating cognitive anti
neural informatitin processing is particularly important in
accelerating progress toward that goal and toward a more
realistic view of the true complexity of biological systems,
especially the human brain.

In this section hardware aspects of parallel processing
have been discussed. The time may be ripe for taking a
revolutionary rather than an evolutionary step in the direc-
tion of parallel processing instrumentation for studying
cognitive information processing and other complex corn-.
puling tasks by undertaking to construct a machine con-
sisting of as many as 10,000 niieroprocessors appropriately
interconnected. This is within The capability of current tech -
nology and is a particularly attractive possibility because
computing systems that sire composed of large numbers of
interactive elements are the kinds for which semiconductor
technology is most suitable. Thus, from a hardware point
of view, it is surely the best way of maximizing the comput-
ing power per dollar. The main problems which will be en-
eountdred concern how such a machine can be-programmed
to perfcan a 'useful range of tasks. We therefore strongly
support studies undertaken to investigate the architecture
and programming problems associated with such ultraparallt1

,T
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processors and, should their conclusions be promising,'
recommend that high priority he given to their construction.

8. Reseatt....1! Infrastructure' Research. ad lances in infor-
mation technology and related fields dernm.d on an adequate
supply of properly 'trained researchers and thvz.. availability
of modern experimental equipment. Because of the ex-
plosi% e developrmmt of inprmation processing in govern-
ment and industry there has been a Prolonged drain of trained
investigators ow ay from university research an.i teaching,
so that research personnel are not being trained ih sufficient
timbers to supply current or anticipated needs. These prob-
lems have been described in detail for computer science [6]
but they extelld to the related fields of information science
and cognitive science also.

This Working Group supports the conclusions of [61
applied to the broads context of all of the information and
engineering sciences related to information technology, and
recommends that this basic problem receive the urgent and
coordinated attention of the Federal government, the uni-
versities. and the private sector. with the Objective of finding
cooperative means for alleviating it.

V. Societal Impact. So moeh 'Ten written about the
atial impact of information technoloty that we can

hardly hope to break new ground. Nor are we eYperts in the
disciplines which-are normally concerned with such matters.
Yet the iniplications of information technology for our
Nationindeed. for the worldare already becoming so
portentous that we find ourselves ob:iged at least to identify
certain topics which we believe should receive .the attention
of specialists in the relevant areas.

Information technology already augments lind partially
substitutes for mental activities, so that those who know
how to use this new technology and have access to it are
outdistancing those who do not know or du not have access.
Thus the alread large gap between the highly trained and
educated and the untrained and uneducated, will grow.
perhaps to dangerous proportions. Moreover. industrial
and governmental employment will increasingly be limited
to the more highly trained and technology-literate memb'ers

of the workforce [ 151. 1- or these reasons we foresee a worseningt

education and training problem. Information technology'
can. of course, also he used alleviate these problems
through machine mediated instruction and training but
these methods are not yet economically viable nor generally
effective :qirt from some specific situations. We think that
all aspects of this already serious and riotentially critical
problem deserve the most careful analysis and attention and
that. in particular, the pace of research in the use of machines

or instruction and training should be quickenedn
Periods Cif pride, economic robustness, and optimism in

America have historically resulted from or coin6ded with

verry strong technological leadership. _During recent years
the U.S. position relative to other developed countries has

diminished and our ability to employ our advantages suc-
cessfully has declined. It is not too soon for the United
States to evaluate the consequences of living in an informa-
tion age and to attempt to improve the Nation's future in
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this regard. Although waning in some areas, the U.S. posi-
tion of leadership in information processing and associated
computer based communication is well established and our
stores of valuable information remain second to none.

But the heart of a policy of sustained leadership iri the
development of information technology and its broad appli-
cation throughout American society is a national commit-
ment to computer literacy. Consideration of this as an
objective must be coupled to a serious assessment of the
key. technological -advances and social adjustments which

must be made should the Nation, choose as a matter of
policy to markedly increase the number of people who know
how to use computers and other information machines.
Previous sections of this report have identified many of the
technological developments which would have 'to be in place.

Many Americans are certainly feeling the strains of ac-
commodating, to the information age. It is easy to wonder
at what stage personal indjpendence will be threatened as
a result of inability to acquire, process. disperse, MI d

the information each of_ us will find ne-cessie remain
competitive and employable. and how mereased access to
ever increasing store§ of information can We reecneiled with
personal needs for privacy. These is::ues combine problems
which, if not faced, may nourish, and opportunities which,
if not grasped. may move beyond our reach. They deserve

timely and serious attention. .
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Report of the

WORKING GROUP ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE INTERFACE
BETWEEN INFORMATION SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS

of the Advisory Committee for Information Science and Technology
National Science Foundation

Summary: State of the Art

1 he economics of information and information science
hake heen rapidly develoHng fields in recent years. :rho
are concerned. broadly speaking. with the same questions.
How should information he produced. conveyed, stored.
retrieNed and utilized? Who should have access to what
Information? \A hat are the incentives for gathering. and
disseminating. information? What are the consequene,:s of
the unequal distribution of information in the population'?

Despite this commonalitv of interests. and despite a com-
mon mathematical heritage rooted in probability theory
and coney analy sis, there has been little scientific inter-
action het \\C.:II researchers in economies and in information
science. Phi. present manuscript is a survey, by economists,
of the state of research on the economies of information.
emphasizing those aspects most likely to he of interest to
information scientists. We also present a brief discussion of
the princiPal :teas in which there are researchable open
questions that would benefit From collaborative efforts be-
tween information scientists and economists.

Summary: Research Areas for Future Study

he brief summaries that follow are intended to be r...pre-
sentatie of tine topics and questions in which economists
and information scientists might find common ground. The
background for each is given in the main part of this manu-
script. In sonic cases, research in these directions is already
under w,(k

Design of Organizations as Information
Processing Systems

- Ft:01101Bit: theory has concentrated on assessing the value
if information and the informational needs of organizations

to achio,c certain goals. It has been much weaker at devel-
oping the cost side. The study of the value of information
arose naturally in conjunction with parallel developments
in general equilibrium theory and statistical decision theory.

The costs of information have several origins: direct costs
of gat4tering inicrination, costs and errors due to aggrega-
tion and quantification. costs of transmission, coding and

,,decoding. and costs of storage and retrieval. In each ease.
the purely technological aspect of these costs is compara-
tO el \ minor. and is decreasing rapidly as new computer-
based technology is implemented.

ts

I he larger part oti costs is harder to measure. It lies on
the man-machine interface, or within the fabric of the orga-
nizational structure itself. it may be all too easy to produce
data relevant to a decision problem. What ,is difficult is
verifying that these data are indeed the relevantvarjables,
that they do not need to be Modified in some way, that they
are actually representative of vhat the decision makers
are assumings'and more generally, performing the compu-
tation necessary to evaluate theM One well-known problem

of-this nature is informational overload.
Lconomists du not yet have an effective class of models

for these issues, Two kinds of further work are needed.
First, models of information transmission and utilization
in organizations w ith a hierarchical structure are necessary.
The function of hierarchies in economic theory, thus far.
has been for the higher levels to monitor the behavior of
the lower levels, Their roles as processors. Filters and
requisitioners of information have been neglected. Because
the costs of informatiort are infinrately connected with the
structure within winch it will be utilized, these design prob-
lems should be studied in tandem.

Second. '.he econonde consequence, and indeed the Meaning.
of better information should he examined. For a single
decision maker, more information is obviously better, at
least until the processing and evaluation limits of the de-
cision maker reached. But when the decision-making
min is an organization or system with di4mrate parts, im-
pro\ ed information at the source may not result in an im-
provement al the stage of final iltilizations,and local optimiza-
tion of the role of information may not coincide with global
optimization.

I

Competitive Markets as Information Processing
-

- and Dissemination Systems

It is well understood that economic agents can use the
ohkrved market variables as a source of information that
they do not directly possess. This idea has land a tremendous
impact upon the theory of finance. where it leilds to the
"efficient-markets hypothesis, and the theory of macro-
economics, where it is imbedded in the "rational expecta-
tions" theory.

Despite the fact that both theories havt been extensively
developed and tested. there is a great need for further work.
These theories are in the tradition of equilibrium analysis.
The\ ask, what would he the resulting allocation of resources
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if everyone knew the structure of the system and was capable
of making, castles; and -error free inferences. from all the
observable data. The Process through which the structure
of the system is ascertained is ignored. .

The absence of- ...ny active learning from these theories
may he the source of some recently discovered empirical
paradoxes. Although the average return to those holding
secti;ities seems to be well explained by the efficient-markets
hypothesi.,., the variability of returns is not, Asset pi ices
seem to he much too volatile relative tc their underly;rig
determinants, such as dividends. It is certainly premature
to assert'that this discrepancy is due to the ptoLess of learnt
ing that accompanies the market transactions, but it is an
interesting avenue to pursue.

Another area of potentially rruitful research would to
examine models w here the endogenous market-d ,ler111111011
variahles convey some, but not all, of the information pos-
sessed h others. The decision as to whether to acquire the
intOrnaion directly or to accept the less accurate but pre-
sumably cheaper mode of making inferences from market
ariablcs is an interesting aspect of thi4)roblem. It becomes
u. important factor in the following way: as more people
engage in active information,- seeking, the baler, presumably.
will the endogenous variables reflect underlying information..
Consequently. the lower will he the incentive to acquire it
directly. Is there an equilibrium fraction, of traders who
engage in active information acquisition in this way? Is this
equilibrium efficient. or should direct 'information acquiitic
he encouraged or discouraged?

research should be direCted at the rule of infor-
mation as a commodity. The models discussed above have
retained the traditional view point that information acquisi-
tion and processing take place at the level of the derision-
making unit, but hat information is nut otherwise bought
and sold. The issues of rer.ibility, privacy and quant.itiability
of miormation are import:int here..These topics are related
to. and logically prior to. an evaluationof the economic
\ aluc-aildcd of the information proces'sing sector and a/inniw.itions iii inforMation technology.

Public Information Quality

Recent research in economic theory htiSt made,possible
tin_ modelling of processes such as auctions where the in-
formation available to the participants has an important

influence on the outcome. Similarly, the pilbliely available
information embedded in crop forecasts and in inventory
levels for groins is an important determinant of futures
market prices. and hence of the allocation of agricultural
resources. . .

The theories currently available are highly Simplified:
They assume. for example. that the object being auctioned
has the same ultimate value to all possible purchasers: Their
conclusions about the value of improving information may
be sensitive to ,these assumptions. Further work is needed
to develop usable procedures for evaluating the impact of
changing the information made publicly available or for
changing the auction rules or market-structure itself.
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THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE
INTERFACE BETWEEN INFORMATION

SCIENCE'AND ECONOMICS

1. Introduction.
Acquiring.ami using information is a cornerstone of eco-

nomic activity. In or,ler to charnel resources ,o their most
productive ends, needs -and capabilities must he identified,
Incentives must be created for individuals to coordinate
their activities and to willingly pool their information. In-
stitutions. such as contract-enforcement, organiiational
structures and communication links. must be established
and controlled in order for the system to function smoothly,
All these aspects of economic behavior require information
and may be impeded by its absence.or its inaccuracy.

As on. ,conomy becomes increasingly complex the de-
mands for more. hotel and faster information grow dra-
matically. the institutions in our economy are shaped by
informational considerations, and con%ersely, induce
demands for superior information processing and transmis-
sion. Economic activity and information processing are
symbiotic.

For these reasdns, the availability of information and the
ability to evaluate it quickly. accurately, and at a reason-

-- able cost are important goals,for national economic Policy.
Information science and economic science are natural part-
ners in any systematic study of the effects of informational
policies or technological improvements. Their common
mathematical roots make collaborative research possible.
and such efforts are king overdue.

The economics of information, as an academic subject.
`predates the data processing revolution. In the last 15 years.

however, its development has accelerated markedly. Un-
certainty is pervasive in the economic environment. As
economists came tp'recogni,.e its effects, and the way in
%% inch it has shaped our institutions. many diverse problems
have been viewed in a new light. Issues such as discrimina-
tion in employment. efficiency losses from taxation and
competitive bidding for contractspreviously analyied in
rather ad hoc wayshave now been anal\ ied in a common
framework. They are all consequences of informational
asymmetries among individuals. 'The pooling of informa-
tion and risks has been studied in finance and in the eco-
nomics of insdrance. Tlie commonality of interests created
by the formation of business firms has .ong been regarded
as their raison detre and as their souree'of innovative
potential. The desire to mitigate or share risks while plain-
mining strong,economic incentives lies behind many long-
term contractual relationships. This has received much
recent attention under the names of "principal-agent prob-
lems'' and the theory of "implicit contracts. Indeed, were
there no neertainty at all. economies and inforMation
science wo,uld both he rather dull subjects.

The growth of the economics of information and uncertainty
as a unified discipline has been greatly enhanced by the
interaction between mathematics. statistics, and economics.
In addition to these fields, economists will benefit from



intellectual contact- with communications engineers, eom-
putti.r scientists, psychologists and others concerned with
the impact of the electronics age upon our society. Likewise,
ke belie,e that many of these "information scientists" will
find the economists' problems interesting and useful in their
own areas as well. It is our hope that the selective survey
and overview presented below will helraorge a strong link
between economics and in lomation science.

One source of the widespread interest in the economics
of information can be _traced to the so-called market socialism
debate of the prewar era. The issue was w `!ether a socialist
economy could attain an efficient allocation of resources
through market-like mechanisiusrv,vith the plannuT process.
It might seem that, given identical technologies, these s; stems
differ primarily in their ability to discover and disseminate
information efficiently and in their potenCal to create in-
centives for individuals to implement socially desirable plans.
In this contest, it is therefore natural to focus attention
on the. questions: I low do the limitations of imperfect and
dispersed information, compounded with conflicting indi-
vidual incentives, restrict-the allocations attainable by
mechanisms of this type? To what extent are they inferior
to those attainable under complete information and fully
centvulized control? What is the best way to design the
mechanisms, before learning the parameters of the economy,
so as to optimizesome objective function? And hlw stable
is this type of Techanism to "environmental" change?

The second major impetus to work on the interface between
information processing and economics is the predictability
of economic fluctuations. This has fascinated economists
and businessmen for Cepturies. Needless to Say, fortunes
can be made on the basis of superior predictionsantic:an

be lost by erroneous ones. It is only recently, however.,
that therinterplay between prediction :and observation has
been explored on a rigorous mathematical basis: These
considerations have also been brought to bear on policy-
relevant discussions. What information is necessary in order
to stabilize the economy, or particular sectors of the eco-
nomy? What is the effect of financial disclosure regulations
and Other privacy-related legislation'? To what extent do
such policies enhance or diminish the useful character .1f
ceonoinic data collection and data processing?

Third, there are the questions of the specific effects and
costs of in9mation gathering and information dissemination

on the ecOnomic activity in particular markets or sectors.
Active information gathering strategies are important in
auction markets, such as those for treasury bills and till
leases, as well'as in more traditional markets such as those
for agricultural products and currency. Issues of privacy.
such as credit information or the details of corporations'
financial positions are further examples of the pervasive
conflict between the value of improved information and its
costs. The information 'processing revolution has, at the

same time, opened vast opportunities for the use and misuse
of information, andchanged the relative costs of information
acquisition and evaluation, aid of both of these compared
with other decision - making costs.
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The summary of the state of the art that follows is orga-
nized along the lines of this brief i.ntroduction. tp tht! next
section we discuss the normative issues of'the design and
performance of allocation and decision processes to operate
in the milieu of imperfect inforMation characteristic of actual
economies. Then we will discuss the problems of prediction
and the rationality of expectations. Finally we address some
concrete models of the interaction of economic agents in
uncertain environments. Particular attention will he focused
on the effects of improving their private information about
the state of the system. Along the way we hope to point out
some areas lying close Au the interface between economics
a'nd information science where interaction across these dis-
ciplines may he part;cularly fruitful.

2. Economic Organization and Information. Science

Economic systems have many close parallels with infor-
mation processing systems. Both can be shaped by conscious
design .to function in environments whose general charac-
teristics are known, but whose details vary from one instance
to ,another. For example, inventory control systems are
based on the idea that sales follow a stochastic process
with known parameters. At any moment, the' state 'of the
system determines ifs responses: adjust production, order
supplies. etc. In general information processing, the nature
of the data and the use to which it will be put is important
in system design. The tradeoff between flexibility (i.e., urn- =
versality of processing algorithms) and efficiellcYjs central
to the design both of economic systems and information
processing systems.

There are, however, several important special features of
the design problem in economics. Economic systems must
deal with the diversity of interests of their members, as
well as with the problems of imperfect information. These
two facets of the problem interact, each hampering the.
solution of the other. Were information perfect and com
munication .costless,- conflicts of interest could be resolved
by a system of' enforceable, contracts. .Conversely, if all
individuaiS shared common goals, the problems of choosing
optimal actions under incomplete information would amount
to a certain type of constrained optimization. The confluence
of these two problems is often absent in pure information
processing situations, and in this case one can consider the
information processiut :!:oblem as a kind of generalized
information retrieval. In many applications, however, such
as systems designed for accounting and financial control,
and the so-called "expert systems, the "econoMic" aspects
of the problem give rise to both the issues of diverse objec-
tives and dispersed information.

The compounding of incentives- related difficultieS with
the purely informational problems makes it best to proceed
in a step-by-step fashion in presenting a summary of related
research:1-We will deal first with the informational issues,
assuming the members of the system agree about objectives.
Then, issues of divergent payoffs will be.addressed, but
still retaining the hypothesis that the communication process
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can he prescribed. Finally we allow for both conflicts of
interest and stt-,:itegir behavior in the transmission of in-
formation.

The costs of acquiring and processing information, in
contrast to its benefits and effects, is Much less %veil under-
stood by economists. Part of the problem is that we do not
ha-se good theoretical models of the economic utilization
of discretized information, Or information (such as cross-
referenced indexes) that is not easily quantified. Much further
work needs to he done in this -area,

.1; Designing Organizations in the Absence of
Conflicting Ohje,:tives: Team Theory

The theor. of teams was developed by J. Marschak and
R. Kt:Liner' )1972) in the eariy 1950's. A team is an o-...gani-
zation with a well-specified objective. shared by all Members,
in w inch actions and information are necessarily decen-
tralized. Each member is responsible for some component
of the team and .:ach has access to possibly different
iAitial information. Communication Can improve the pay-
off but by hypothesis, channels for such communication
are costly. The central goal of team theory was to compare
different communication designs. Which systems twhicve a
high. expected payoff for a given informational effort?

The theory stopped short of this goal. R proved too
difficult to develop useful measures of "informational effort."
Instead attention focused on the optimal utilization of some
fixed information structure. Team theory characterized the
hest team decision rule for a given information structure.
The signals w hich a member observes in a given information
structure may he obtained through messages iecek:ed from
others or through direct observation. The rule specifies
w hat action is to he taken given these observations.

The principal results of team- theorydeal With'several
special cases. When the payoff function of the team is
quadratic in the actions of its members. and when the
unknown parameters of this function are jointly nornially
distributed with some observable variables, an explicit solu-
tion can be obtaint4. The action taken by each member is
a linear function of his observations and of the observations
of others that are transmitted to him. This linear-quadratic
structure is.reminiscent of results in stochastic control theory.
thccorresponding single-person decision problem. Another
special case, of significant economic importance, is the
problem of the centralized allocation of a fixed quantity
of a scarce resource among the members of the team com-
bined with "local" inputs-whose utilization is determined
separately by each team member. * -- The principal issue in
this problem is that:the "local" decisions are not perfectly
coordinated because each team member lacks full knowledge

his is. in esselice.ihe problem faced in the distribution of central com-
- puting Power to time- shared terminals, At a higher level, it is also reflected

in the architecture of the computer's central- processing unit, and in the -

dcsign of lefeeinnmuhications systems.
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of the random parameters relevant to the others. The ioss
due to this informational incompleteness has been anAlyze.d.

ofthas been shown that it falls as the number of. t Mem-
bers increases. Essentially, the team's optimal. ecision rules
can rely on the law of large numbers to reduce 'the impact
of uncertainty.

B. Designing Organizations in the Presence of
Conflicting Objectives but Non-Strategic Behavior

The study of market-oriented mechanisms for allocating
resources uses the same methodology as team theory. It is
based largely on the hypothesis that consumption is private
and therefore that scarce resources must he allocated among
competitive uses. Tins has been stimulated by the economists'
traditional preoccupation with the workings and the Elaimed
optimality of an idealized version of a price - guided Market -
oriented economy. By 1950, due to the work of A. P. Lerner2
(1937) (1946), 0. Lange 19423 , K. J. Arrow (1951a)° and
T. C. Koopmans (1951) (1957)5, economists had been able
to show under what assumptions concerning the economic
environment perfectly competitive equilibria are optimal
and every optimal allocation is achievable as an equilibrium
of `die economy with a suitably chosen income distribution.
The interest in such results was due in part to the belief in
certain desirable informational characteristics of the com-
petitive mechanism. It seems highly decentralized in that
each individual or firm need only know its own economic
characteristics plus the market Prices. In this way it seems
superior to the more highly centralized procedures of a
"planned" or "command" economy.

To approach such questions it was necessary to formalize
the informational aspects of the market mechanisms, par-
ticularly the meaning of decentralization. A rigorous con-
cept of an abstract economic organization. or mechanism,
was introduced by Hurwicz. The perfectly competitive struc-
ture is one special case Of a mechanism, but there are
many others.

The Hurwicz framework modeled the process of resource
allocation as a system of difference equations describing the
communication among the individual:, in the economy.
Formally, a mechanism is a triple consisting of the message
space, the response rules, and,the outcome rule.

The message space represents the language in terms of
which agents communicate, A given agent's response speci-
fies the message this agent will emit given the'messages pre-
viously received and given his information about the eco-
nomic environment. Finally, the outcome rule specifies the
resource allocation (or allocations) that will prevail once
the dynamic process of message transmittal has reached a

'stationary value.
With this formulation of a class of economic mechanisms

it became possible to define various aspects of its performance,
"Non-wastefulness" described mechanisms for which all
outcomes generated by stationary messages were necessarily
optimal. The informational decentralization property, called
"privacy-preserving" specified that a given agent's response



function is independent of other agents' chatacteri.ties; .e..
:o d.,..:ertuur,6!lic ut....t tnc.:1.!(: to he the agent ()illy
ii,..edi, ti, lii.now hi, her iisk n characteristics but not awl. of
other .1lents. In this formalization. the perfectly competi i e

ic

(

, ineehimisin ii, both "non - wasteful' and "privacy-preserva g.-
I h 1 r.' nIk.:\Z 0 rk has been widely used to form u?1,t.e.

Luiuestion, concerning the theoretical limns to performan ic
of mechanisms ;la\ ing various informational properties.
for evainple, arc then ._- inechanisms other than the perfect!,
eomp.."titi.e one that share its non-wasteful and privacy -
',reser% ate. ficatures but which i duire smaller message spaces?

%rt., there other. that use a space kif the same size but can
,h_iliiieNc different reults.'

I he iinswers to characterization questions like these depend
on the domain of economic em ironments over Inch the
mechanism is to be applied. The specification of this domain
.11110bbl, 1.0 the planner. admisiesion of the range of his a
priori 1:_:pcir,tnce of the data of economy. To date. economic
iiik:or has !,mridied this issue in :I rather non-parametric

, fashion', Domains of economies are specified i...ed,.. ..y Living
liba litaliS e properties of agent's ChitracteristiCS, such as
c-innies.ibi or differentiability of their utility functions. rather
than hr -placing quantitative hounds on attributes such as
endowments or demand elasticitic,. Insofar as the theory
has achieved the result that an optimal resource allocation
is Achie% able. that is that the limitations on communication
ilO not in 1.:_it lead to an inferior realization, this non-
paramet rfc approach has been successful. Future research.

w here a greater degree of ignorance by the designer is reeog-
in/ed. may henait from an alternative methodology.

il he parallel_ between systems design and this branch of
economic theory is that oldie specification of the performance
function to he implemented. The economic planner can he
thought to describe the outcome to e achieved for every
environment in sonic domain. in this framework. Hurwicz.
Reuter and Saari have given a constructive mathematical
method to find the adjustment process of il.inimal dimen-
sion which realizes this performance.

C. Designing Processes to Implement Social
Objectives in the Presence of Strategic Behavior

Hie pre% ions section dealtivvith resource allocation in the
presence of differing evaluation of outcomes by the economic
'agents. Rut though their goals were in partial conflict they
were not assumed to distort their private in formationAio as
to manipulate the mechanism to their own advantage. Honest

behavior w as assumed. In this section we consider sonic of
the recent iattempts to design mechanisms that achieve good
outcomes. even in the presence of such strategic heil?;,tvior.

As a simplifying, and extreme. benchmark we will rnssume

that individuals take lull advantage of their ability to control
the outcome by strategic play. Honesty for its own sake, or
morality: is assumed to play no role.

With any mechanism in place. the economic system is
con erted in the formal sense into a game. Strategies of an
agent are his responses to the mechanism and hIs transmission
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of privati.: inhumation to other individuals. We are interested

in the equilibria of thesey.tWes. Different mechanism. ill
hate different equilibria.

The choi.e among mechanisms is complicated by the [los-

sihdit of ioultiple equilibria common throughout all of
thec,ry. The strongest kind of solution is an equili-

brium alt dominant strategiesw hen each plarcr has a best
:1,:tion independent _of all others. In general. mechanisms
cannot he designed to achieve optimal outcomes and have

dominant struncgy equilibria.
If one gives up on the ideal of implementing outcomes

in dominant strategics. much more can he achieved with

stoney, hat weaker solution concepts. I n the case of 'mite],
many alternative,,,. it has been show n that anv desirable out-

come can he implemented as the Nash equilibrium of a game
constructed by the inecInthism's designer. &he 4s free to
choose suitable large and complex strategy spaces. With
constraints on the complexity ofstrategy spaces only_ some-
what weaker results are possible.

/_>.. Reassessment of the Treatment of
Informational Costs in Resource Allocation
Mechanisms from the Point of View of
InlOrtitation Science

As path-breaking as the Models discussed in the last
several sections are. there are still three distinct ways in

which thee oversimplify the assessment of organizational
costs. ( 1 ) Tbey treatia price-mechanism for an economy as,
in effect. a "one-step- design, in which observations are
made, messages are announced (prices and proposed trades4.

and thenif those messages characterize a competitive
equilibrium for the ceonomyactions (trades, productions.
consumptions) take place. One suppresses the manyi.stepsi
which in fact might be needed to attain an equilibrium.
(2) Only one information costthat of message truism ssion

has been considered and it has been giveli one principal ...
measure. namely dimension attic message space. (3) Theti,:'
pfice mechanism is compared (with regard to message-space
dimension) only with designs that achieve exactly what the

pi ice mechani. n achieves, namely an optimal resource al-
location for eac environment. The work so far completed

does- not permit he trading or benefits against costs.J.ittle
work has been done on approximations to the pfice
anism. even though such approximations are clearly required

in practice. We do not yet know the in formatio`nal costs-of

a design whic approximates the. price njechanism to a
given precision, with the approximate mechanism's actions

falling shorl of he optimal resource allocation achieved by

the "true'' Trice mechanists. If those costs were devoted

instead to fllier 'designs, would all such alternative old
equally costly designs achieve a lower (or at least not higher)
benefit than the given approximate price mechanism'?

One approach is to diseretize the space of decisions and

messages. rattier than assuming each to be a continuum as
in the work cited thus far. In that case decision errors are
unavoidable and instead of requiring optimality one seeks
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privacy- preserving mechanisms which achieve the lowest
error permitted by the given discrete spaces.

All of the mo-dels discussed above neglect the computa--
tional sophistication required o
organization. Limited abilitie
computations are nonetheless 1

individual agents in an
ostly or error ridden

tant in practical design
problems. One can sometimes lower the dimensionality of
message 'spaces by requiring more complex i-esponse rules.
It is thus important to he able to compare processes in
terms of computational complexity, as well as on their other
characteristics. Cenversely, an increase in dimensionality
can reduce the error/fate. as for example in computers carry-
ing ".check digits."

There is a large li erature in computer science and mathe-
matics dealing with complexity of computations. .At present.
economists have not made use of this theory in the context
of allocation mechanisms. although it seems relevant at an
intuitive level. Perhaps the problem is that in some aspects
_this theory is too "fine," calling for more detailed inform-
'ion than is availahle, while in other aspects Jots too "coarse,"
admitting too few kinds of computational problems. 1(,l-,.at

is deeded is an approach which uses the type of information
available in allocation models, e.g. environmental parameters.
performance functions and message correspondences, 1111(1
permits ,analysis showing relationships betwecn computa-
tional complexity and other informational 'costs or e211-
straints. -

Futia6 has studied complexity of decision ru an eco-
nomic setting using the algebraic theory of segue zichines

particularly the Kron-Rhodes Theorem. Mount ands, eiter7
have used an approach combining the "neural network"
model of McCullough and Musa with an explicit formulation
of the computational task associated with a privacy preserv-
ing allocatiicn mechanism. Via example theyshow .that_
enlarging the message space permits a reduction in compu-
tational "cost."while preserving performance.

In addition to computing costs. other infornrational costs
confront the de .'igner of organizations, and there are a number
of possible approaches to measuring them. One may hreak
the operation or a design into the tasks of mess:ige-
sending, computing, action-taking, or possibly storage and
retrieval required of the diganization's members. Different
approaches to cost measurement c,Orrespond to different
views of the technology of each task. Individual theories,
which characterize the technology of certain of-these tasks

-'exit but none has been.developed as part of a unified effort
to compare the costs and benefits of designs,

A task can he viewed as the assigning ()I' an output (a
. message. an action a computational result) from a set of

possible outputs. to an input (a message. an observation)
obtained from a set of possible inputs. Models of the tech-
nology of such a task may he loosely divided into three

Deterministic in vestnit:nt-cost-only models, wherein
a device to perform the task is acquired once-and-
for-all: the device stands ready to deal with all of the
task's possible inputs. There is no separate ch-nrge.

for each,successive output-to-input assignment and
the probability distributiOn of inputs plays no role.

(ii) Frequency-exploiting investment-cost-only models.
Here there is again no separate charge for each output-
to-input assignment, but the device used takes ad-
vantage of the fact that some inputs occur more
frequently than others.

(iii) Models in which a different cost is incurred for each
input-output pair. and is assessed when that pair
occurs.

For the case of a computing task. the models of finite-
state machine theory are of the first type. For the case of
a message-sending task. the models studied in the earlier
Shannon theory are of the second type. Codes are used to
exploit frequency differences and to'economize on channel
f.ize, as measured in symbols per time unit; and it is channel
size, a once-and-for-all fixed investment, which determines
the task's costs. -

Much current research in computer science fits into the
general framework just discussed. A computer. or a computer
network. may he modelled as an organization, whose
"members" include terminals; compilers. memory units,
and arithmetic units. Designing software which permits the
given installation to.-1.--t*n.ipute certain functions while pro-
viding a good balance between performance (accuracy) and
cost (time) is a problem of efficient design in the sense just
described. Research on various topics which appear under
the labels "parallel processing." "distributed systems" and
"resourd-bounded computation" appear closely related to
the economists' organization design problem.4a the other
hand, to solve a resource-allocation problem by means of a

price_mechani:sm -may form ally--.11e-viewed---as---theuse-ofa----=
parallel algorithm, with individual agents playing the role
.of simultaneously: functioning processors. Research in which
there is a dialogue. if not active collaboration, between
computei- scientists and economists concerned with infor-
'nationally efficient resource-51locating .designs has never
been attempted. It may he an effort whose time has come.

Some current work in transmission and coding theory has
gone well beyond the economically unmotivated results of
the early Shannon theory. In studying a sender, who observes
a source of repeated signals and is to inf(;rm a receiver about
(hem, specific attention is now paid to what economists
would call an "efficient surface." This is 'a surface in a space
whose dimensions include channel size (in symbols per time
unit). size of the block of messages which accumulates before/
coding and transmission and'expected value of a "fidelity'
criterion. The fidelity criterion is some function of thesource
signal and of the receiver's inference about the signal, a
function more general than the simple "error" of the early
Shannon theory. Again, however, collaboration between °

"information theorists" (as they still tend to he called) and
economists interested in resource-allocating designs is lacking. .

With regard to the task of observing. it might turn mkt
that certain work in the field of pattern recognition is sug,-
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gesti'.e for the efficient-design problem. Dialogue and col-
laborativeefforts might well he explored.°

Technological advances during the past twenty years have
dramatically. reduced ,information processing costs. This
has naturally led to the birth and rapid growth of entirely
new branches of the computer manufacturing and software
industries. The economic consequences of this revolution
in information technology go far beyond those related to
industrial growth. Information can now be collected,
analyred, and disseminated in such large quantities and

ith such speed as to substantially alter the decision- making
processes of consumers and producers. Econothic choices
can now be made after a careful consideration of-far more
alternikves and with far more attention to future economic
events than haS ever before been possible. Will.this dramatic
increase in information processing capacity change the be-
havior of producers and consumers in ways which will
irreversibly alter the performance of the market system?
Gan the fruits of the information revolution be to
Improve the' allocation of resources within our economy?

3. Prediction and Information Transmission through
Competitive Markrjts Forecasting in
Self-Ajfecting Systems

Economic forecasts are made to be used, and decisions
based on them can affect the-predicted events. Forecasts
can be self-fulfilling as in the case of a predicted stock price
increase, or self-defeating as in the case of a predicted energy
shortage which leads to increased conservation and the
development of alternative energy sources. This problem
was originally thought to he a major'impediment to the de-
velopment of predictive economic models."' However, over
'the past .two decades many. econometricians have resolved
this difficulty by including the responses of rational ma-,
tistical decision make-rs in "rational expectations" econo-
metric fTiodids.

More reLkilt research has unearthed a new and somewhat
deeper conceptual problem involving the relation between
the beliefs of economic decision makers and the extent to
a. nigh their decisions reveal the fundamental variables of
the economy. A change in economic conditions may affect a
dccisio.n unit's set of feasible alternatives and also the de-
sirability of alternatives within that set. As most economic
data are price and quantity data generated by market,trans-
actions, they reveal the underlying structure only imperfectly.
Forecasts influence transactions and these observations. In
this way they influence the knowledge on which successive
forecasts will be based.

These intera,dOns between learning and the system being
learned lead to a rather different view of empirical inference
than is appropriate in other fields-of scientific inquiry. This
is not to suggest that empirical inference in economics is
inherently limited or that a new theory of statistical predic-
tioil must be invented for economics. Recent research has
concentrated on identifying those economic information
structures which are consistent with conventional methods
of inference.
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B. Information Flows and Their Sufficiency

There is a classical doctrine in the theory of competition
which holds that in a market economy prices alone provide
decision makers with all the information about the rest of
the economy needed to reach optimal decisions." This doc-
trine does not envisage the interaction between knowledge
and observation, and many researchers have found in the
latter problem a deeper application and stronger test of the
classical doctrine than was previously possible. A major
initial finding has been that the classical doctrine is essen-
tially correct provided that the existing range of financial
markets is complete.12 "Completeness" here means that the
set of investment opportunities should be sufficiently diverse
so that full insurance against economic risks is possible.
For example, a faculty member of a state university should
be able to insure his future income by investing in a portfolio
whose return is exactly inversely correlated with the tax
revenues of the state. Under this condition prices alone
transmit all decision-relevant information, although as we
have stressed above, prices reveal little of the underlying
fundamental variables.

While existence of a complete range of financial markets
is an ideal not met in practice, it is plausible that prices
disseminate much of the relevant information, On this point,
however, substantial theoretical problems have arisen with
the equilibrium concept itself. Indeed, it appears conceptually"
possible that with incomplete markets the interaction be
tween knowledge and obserVation may disrupt any_systematic
method of inference_from prices." The question is still far
from settled and research in this area is quite active,"

The actual construction of economic forecasts, when it is
known that these forecasts influence the behavior of the
system itself, poses a new set of questions. The preliminary
results suggest that conventional methods of statistical esti-
mation may still be applicable, although the small sample
behavior of the estimates will differ substantially from that
described in the theory of statistics. This area represents a
potentially fertile ground for collaboration between econo-
mists, statisticians, and information scientists.

C. Policy Applications of Win-motion-based
Economic Models

One of the most important applications of rational ex-
pectations models has been to examine the role of the
economy's information structure in generating business cycle
fluctuations. DJ.) emerging technologies permit changes in
the information structure of sufficient scope to smooth
business cycle fluctuations? A convincing :tins'wer-to-this---
questioh will require research along a number of barely
explored avenues. We will now sketch the current state of
our understanding of the eonnectioM between business cycles

and information and, along the way, point out several im-
portant research problems.

A, puzzling feature of business cycle fluctuations is the
observed negative correlation between the rate of inflation
and the rate of unemployment which is depicted by the
so-called Phillips's curve (1958). During the 1950's and



196fis many economists believed that this correlation re-
flected a stable' -tradeoff- w hich policy makeould exploit

to achio. c an inflation- fueled prosperity. But in one of the
most influential papers published in macroeconomic theory
during the past twenty. years R. L. Lucas (1972)16 demon-
strated that this tradeoff w as likely to he More illusion than
tact. Ills explanation is based on the imperfect ability of
economic agents to identify the component price changes

that is "real." rather than of purely monetary origin: The
presence of this signal extraction problem causes the
equilibria to exhibit the Phillips curve relation, but it cannot
he exploited by a systematic policy,

Some economists dismiss the idea that economic agents
can he so ill-informed about current and future relative
prices' to generthe output fluctuations of the magnitudes

, ty obseryed in the last several decades. They point
out that information technologies have reached the stage
w here 'complete- intOrmaii9n-is an attainable goal. If pro-
ducers and consumers choose not to 'employ these tech-
nologies then it must he that the private btInefits do not
justify the costs: thus business cycle fluctuations do not
imply an inefficient allocation of resources.

This objection is open to the criticism that it ignorestt
potentially serious problem of information externalities. If.
the decision to acquire more information indeed results in
more "stable- equilibrium time series, reflecting only real
rather than MOO-et:try factors, then all economic agents v..111

benefit from the resulting reduction in uncertainty. However,
these external benefits do not enter into the cost-benefit
calculus of individual agents. Underinvestment in infor-
mation may well result.

.1-o determine w hether this is a serious problem will re-

quire the development of macroeconomic models in which

the decision to acquire information is endogenously deter-
mined. Some progress along these lines has already been
made. But the appropriate analysis of economic welfare
gains or losses requires business cycle models.based.more
closely upon the maximizing beWivior of risk averse eco-
nomic agents.

There is another related issue which is also poorly under-

,- stood. The emerging theories of the business cycle stimu-
lated by Lucas' paper all rely upon divergences among eeo-
kmiie agents' forecasts to generate business fluctuations.

at such divergences exist is easy to document, especially

in le financial and commodity.parkets and also among
mac )economic forecasts s. Yet in all these cases it is diffi-

cult to ttribute the div 5 gences in expectations primarily to
differene in-the info illation available to different agents.
Indeed, all nornic forecasters have access to vir-
tually the same set of publicly available data. Yet from this

data set they infer different (sometimes radically differvt)
models of the economy;

It is prohably the ease that this.-diversity in forecastng
models is the principal .source of the divergent expectations'.
held by economic agents. If policy actions designed to alter
information structures and thus affect business cycle fluc-
tuations are to achieve their goals, they must somehow also
reduce the diversity observed in the- economic forecasting
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models. jky determine whether this is likely to happen it is
necessary tiilhave a theory of model formulation and evalu-
ation in which information availability plays a central role.
This theory: Should prediet the conditions under which
model diversity can he expeciiFd-, to increase, persist or he

reduced. Such a theory should, for example, provide
guidance on the effects of a significant change in informa-
tion availability. Will the added information stimulate model-
builders to explore entirely new possibilities. thus increasing
model diversity, or will it instead permit decisive tests of
competing models, thus reducing diversity?

D. Information and Behavior under Uncertainty

The economic model developed by Lucas (op. cit.. 1972)
is one of- general economic equilibrium under uncertainty.
But despite its structural simplicity Lucas was unable to
deternf.Fne whether or not there was some monetary policy
rule which could offset the information deficiencies and
thus reduce or eliminate the model's. output fluctuations.
1-or in order to answer this sort of question one generally
must he able to derive explicit expressions for the stochaStic
equilibrium time series. This is not usually -possible if there
are any siginficantnon-linearities, present in the model's
structure.

The obvious solution to this diffiFulty,is to forego the
analysis of models based upon the utility maximizing be:-
haviorof risk averse agent's and instead work within a linear,
certainty-equivalence, framework in which risk preferences
play no role. The (list major example of this approach in the
macroeconomic literature appeared in a controversial paper
by Sargent and Wallace (19.75)." It develops a linear macro-
economic model which incorporates Lucas' supply hypothesis,
i.e. that output fluctuations occur only when price fluctua-
tions are misperceived as arising from real demand shifts.
Sargent and Wallace demonstrated that any morittary
policy rule which permits economic agents to anticipate the

future changes in the money supply will have absolutely no
effect upon real variables.

This is a remarkable result. However, it has widely been
'misinterpreted as indicating that the hypothesis of rational
expectations precludes monetary or fiscal policies from
having effects upon real variables. But in fact the Sargent-
Wallace result 'arises solely from the specific information
structure they assumed. This point was made by Weiss (1980)"
who demonstrated that under an altered information struc-

' ture, monetary policy can be effective. In fact, he exhibited

a policy based only upon publicly available information
which alleviated informational deficiencies structural to the

economic system.
Theliterature cited thus far contains many new insights

into the role played by information and communication in

macroe'conomic.fluctuations. 'Yet this "linear models::
literature has a serious weakness. Its behavioral relation-
ships are based upon the certainty equivalency hypothesis
which asserts that only the expected values of random vari-

ables (but not their riskindss) affect economic decisions.
This hypothesis, should cause one to be skeptical of the
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conclusions these models reach about the possibility of
smoothing output fluctuations through systematic morfetary
0-d-fiscal policies. For such policies will affect the-ritiriess

1 i herein in the economy's equilibrium time series. This in
t ,Q-9..-w ill change the apparent elasticity of ecoriomic agents'
responses to changes in the expected values of the random
% ariabics the. forecas... in other %vords.the demand elS;ticities
of risk averse agents are actually endogenously determined
h. the riskiness of the equilibrium time series: in contrast.
a linear model assumes that these elasticities are exogenously
gi.en and fixed.

In (19SO) Futia'9 offers a critique of the certainty equivalence
h. po:hesis and shows that it can he seriously misleading.
The ranking of the variance of the equilibrium time series
associated with two distinct information policies is reversed
as soon as one introduces elementary considerations of risk
a% ersion into an otherwise linear model. This underlines the
nccd to study the properties of "almost linear- macro-
economic models which incorporate the implications of risk
averse behax iof so that we can begin to understand the pos-.
sible consequences of macroeconomic stabilization policies.

E. Information as a Commodity

Given the importance of the information processing in-
dustry in the modern economy, itiis surprising that there is
virtually no work in the economics of information as a
commodity. Part of the reason for thisap is that to value
information'one must know what decision problem is being
faced. Without this, the demand for information cannot be
determined. But as the previous sections have shown, any -
available information is likely to "leak out",' via the price
formation process. Equilibrium theories in economics (winch
are all we have at present), by definition, cannot capture the
advantage possessed by the original recipient of knowledge
over those who learn only indirectly.

As for the supply side, a few facts are obvious, but their
implications. are hard to follow up.-Information,is thought
to he costly to discover but relatively cheap to duplicate in
transmission. It is the'Nuintessential decreasing c t in-
dustry. But if proprietary information is valuableonly

9,

insofar as few people have it, the supplier should try to
convince his buyers that only a binned number of others will
receive it: Ilowever. although this may be possible at the
firstiAage. it becomes increasingly difficult to insure that
the buyers do not, in turn, duplicate and sell it.

Other aspects of information as a commodity are equally
fascinating but even harder to model in economic terms.-
Nevertheless our discussion would be incomplete without
them.

Privacy, the lack of certain information Or access to it, is
costly to misuse and is certainly desired bmany people. In
the computerized world it is often easy to access personal
and financial information simply by obtaining, a few iden-
tification numbers. It would be interesting to estimate the
value of privacy and the costs of providing it.

Much of our discussion of information concerns the oc-
currence or non-occurrence of exogenous events. Yet much
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of the output of the information processing industry is
actually a condensation of information. Data in its raw form
is often unwieldy and not Useful. Computers have made it
possible to access particular pieces-of data or to extract
summary statistics that make the data more useful.
Formally speaking. these are less informative than all the
data rather than more informative. Data compression or
extraction is economically valuable because the costs of
computation and analsis are real costs.

Finally. much of what one corigitiers important in the
assessment of information as a commodity is hard to cast in
the mold of deeiSion theory at all. The purchaser does pot
have a clear idea of the space in which the events in question
lie. Rather. what he is buying represents a mold in which
further questions can be asked, or it calls the buyer's atten-
tion to a perhaps overlooked aspect of his decision problem,
or to an error he has made. Just because these issues lie
outside the usual bounds of-information science and eco-
nomics dues not mean that fruitful insights could not be
obtained if investigators were to direct their attention
tc them.

In conclusion. the relation between the expectations of
decision makers and the information carried by econortic
data has forced a fundamental reconsideration-of empirical
inference in economics. Most economic data are price and
quantity data which are generated nat for the purpose of

scientific observation but to guide the allocation of resources.
Emerging results indicate that forecasting may be logically
impossible unless the observed data constitute a complete
set of allocation signals. The state pf the research in this
area leaves many tantalizing open questions on both the
theoretical and empirical planes.

4. The Value of Improving Public and
Private Information

A. The Effects of Changing Information, Quality

The preceding sections of this essay have all taken the
structure of exogenous information as given, and have traced
its effects on the economic system. In this section we discuss
the effects of improving the quality of information available.
Such improvements can take the form of more accurate ob-
servations. more rapid communication or calculations, or
new sources of knowledge.

In single-person statistical decision theory the concept
of "more informative" is defined as a way of comparing
information structures. It is due to Blackwell" (1951) and
Bohnenblust, Shapley and Sherman (1949)." Information
structure A is said to be more informative than information,
structure B if, for any decision problem, the decision-maker
would prefer having access to A rather than B. This rela-

.tionship is a partial ordering; for many pairs (A,B) one's
choice would depend on the problem at hand.

In economic problems, or in multi-player decision prob-
lems more generally, there is an additional complication tst
consider. The players have (partially) conflicting goals.
Their behavior is not. perfectly coordinated: Changing the
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information structure may lead to new problems of coor-
dination, or new adverse incentives. Effectively, the decision
problem faced by the system, viewed as a whole, may have
shifted. One cant rt separate the information structure from
the problem to be solved, as in the one player case.

Because of this difficulty it is impossible to find definitive
rankings among information structures in general multi-
persoh situations. Examples in which complete ignorance
dominates an informative observation are known. Therefore,
the research avenue that has been pursued is to narrow the
class of problems over which one requires the dominance
of one information structure over another. For example,
players' payoff functions may be assumed to belong to a
simple parametric class. Alternatively, their payoffs are
identical but their prior probabilistic beliefs may be different.

In summary, a partial ordering of information structures
can he defined in multi-player settings. One information
structure is said to he more informative than another if,
for the class of problems at hand, the model predicts a
higher expec0.d payoff when the former-structure is operative.

This type Of analysis has been conducted in three distinct
kinds of models: market models with a large number of
traders: auction, models, where the number of potential
bidders is common knowledge: and two person games. In
each case the goal has been to find classes of models fog
which /when information_improves in the sense of single-
person decision theory, it improves payoff values in the
situation being studied as well. The remainder of this section
41dresses these three kinds of models.

tremendous explosion in theprocessing of information
rdevant to market transactions has taken place in recent
years. Complex interrelated markets. forkptions on common
stocks have grown dramatically. Fu\ ures markets in securi-
ties itnd in foreign exchange have multiplied the possibilities
for hedging and speculation.

.

Markets with similar characteristics have been a topic
of interest to economists for many years. The earliest the-
oretical ork is due to Hirshleifer (1971)22 who showed that
information commonly available before the futures markets
reach equilibrium may he detriment'al.to overall welfare.
Marshall (1974)23 carried this line of research somewhat
further. Green (1981)24 studied futures markets which
reopen repeatedly during a period of time in which new
information is continually arriving. Here, in the early rounds
of trading, hedging positions may offset some of the risks
of price fluctuation. Green.gaye a set of conditions suf-
ficient for better information to he beneficiarto all hedgers.
(Speculators, assumed to be risk neutral, areunaffected.j...

I ligh resolution' photography in wth satellites has greatly
improved the quality of crop forecasting information espe-
cially outside the.-U,S. -The international aspeCts of grain
trading make such knowledge directly relevant to domestic '
producers and users. In an interesting series of papers,
Bradford and Kelejian (1977)25 have studied the effects of
these improvemeniti on the inventory of wheat. They have
estimated the bent its in both the saving of inventory costs
and in the economic value of somewhat less variable spot.
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market prices. The Bradford-Kelejian analysis does not
incorporate an explicit role for futures markets, nor is it -a
"world-wide" model as only U.S. production is included.
Extending their work in these directions would be interest-
ing theoretically and of potentially great practical importance.

B. Information Processing in Auctions

Examining the value of information available to partici-
pants in an auction is another area where recent research
has proved very fruitful. Because the.rules governing most
auctions are reasonably simple and well-specified and because
the outcome of an auction depends crucially on the private
opinions of the bidders about the objects being sold, the role'
of information in auctions is an interesting and-Tractable
topic for study. To illustrate sonic of the issues that arise,
let us consider a sealed-bid-tender auction for drilling rights
on some oil-bearing_property..The_yalue of these rights
depends on the amount of oil present, its cost of recovery,
its quality, future prices for refined petroleum products,
etc. Each of these factors is known only imperfectly by the
bidders.

To a first approximation, the value of these rights to the
various bidders can he regarded as equal, but the bidders are
likely to have- differing estimates of this value. Other things
being equal. the bidder whose estimate is greatest will tender
the highest hid. Consequently, even if all bidders make un-
biased estimates, the winner will find that he had over-
estimated (on average) the Value of the-rights he has won.
Petroleum engineers have claimed that. this phenomenon,
known as the winner's curse, is responsible for the low-
profits earned by oil companies on offshore tracts in the 1960's.

There are, however, countermeasures available to a bid-
der to ameliorate the winner's curse. First, as Wilson
(1977)26 noted, the bidder can base his bit; both on his actual
information and on the hypothesis that others have less en-
couraging information. Second, he can gather additional
information to reduce the error in his estimates.

Milgrom and Weber (1981)27 have fo-und.it useful to di-
vide the effects of new private information into three cate-
gories. First, the information may improve the bidder's value
estimate. Second, it may improve his estimate of his com-
petitor's likely bids. Both of these effects are unequivocally
beneficial to him. Third is the "competitive effect": if other
bidders know that one bidder has gathered information,
they mfly revise their bidding strategies. Relatively well-
informed competitors respond b / bidding more aggreively
and relatively poarly7informed bidders become more
cautiousthe balance depends.on the mix of these bidders.

The effeLs of public-information on the outcome of an
auction has also been studied by Milgrom and Weber (1980
1983).26 Such effects arise when the government conducts
geological tests on a potential oil bearing site and Publicizes
the test results. In a general model of auctions, it is shown
that for three common auction mechanisms, publicizing in-
fortnation raises,,averagepriCes.

There is mueirjhat remains to he done in auction theory.
Even in the simp .st auction settings. the value of information
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to:: bidder and the effects of public :.nformation are not full.
understood. Nloreo% er, most existing analyses ignore the fact,
dial information is used not only for preparing bids but also
for making drilling decisions. As a result of that fact. secret
information in the hands of losing bidders may be wasted
from the public point of view. The effects of privatelnfor-
illation u:ithering on public welfare are in need of study.

N early all existing formal models of auctions focus on the
case where a single object is offered for sale. In auctions for
mineral rights on federally owned properties. a typical auction
in% oh es the simultaneous sale of perhaps 150 tracts. The
nature of optimal bidding strategies in that setting is still
not understood. Such an understanding is. of course. a pre-
requisite to understanding the effectsthat information. public
and prix ate..has on bidding behavior..

related set of questions concerns how an oilfield is op-
timally explored w hen competitors may o' the rights on
aihacent fields. In this setting. one firm's exploration ex-
klenditures ean directly benefit a competitok. Consequently
Ili the auction for these properties. a firm may choose to
p . ce high bids on several adjacent -tracts to get full value
Iron Is exploration activities Or it may choose to place
scattered high bids, in an attempt to benefit from the ex-
ploration done by others.

Another kind of auction of great practical significance
occurs daily on our large securities exchanges, where buyers
and sellers make offers and bids and trade securities. It is
%,idely believed that privately held information somehow
comes to he reflected in securities prices. It sc.:ems likely
that a detailed model of this process would be helpful in
revising the trading rules of the securities ;xchanges, re-
writing disclosure laws. understanding pie effects of insider
trading. studying corporate financial structure decisions.
and analyzing how %Yell the market performs its function of
funneling capital to its most productive uses.

C. The Value hi Information in Games

Finally we come to the, uestion of the value of informa-
tion in two-person games. The games most widely studied

w hat is known as principal-agent problemsAn
individLI facing a statistical decision problem. the
pal. delegates the choice of his action to a better-Th formed
player: the agent. The does not have the same payoff.
One possible way to improve the result is for the principal
to limit the action to a certain subset-of possibilities.

In this eontext. Green kind Stokcy (19na.b)", 3° have
show n that if the informational improvement is the reduc-
tion in the probability of a totally uninformative observa-
tion. and an es,Oiproportionate increase in the probabilities
of all sot her observations, then the principal's welfare
nece-s4arily improves. For the agent, no informational im-
provcn ent can guarantee-a welfare increase. even if the two
players have identical panffs and differ only in thlr prior
probab listic behek.

Crawford and Sobel (1981)3' have asked the converse
question: When does a more similar pair of objective functions
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induce a higher degree of fidelity in the equilibrium trans-
mission of informatiorf?

This line of research is obviously in only its formative
stages. The hope N that one can develop a theory of the
potential welfare effects of improx ed iniOrmation to players
in a game and. in :his way. discover whether the appropriate
incentives for information Lzatheririg and dissemination exist._
If a pinyer might lose from acquiring more information. he
cannot be expected to invest in such acquisitiOn' Prbspec-
lively. therefore. the organization of communication and
control might he so arranged as to provide the right incen-
tives. ives. from the group's point of view. to the members whose
access to new information would be of_thc greatest value.
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